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Control i'lxperiment in tlie
Improvement
of
Bii.sinesG Letter I^scentials
I Introduction
"There is nothing axiii^e so ,yood as a good letter.
It is a preservative and renev/er of friendship, and in
1
itself a pleasant thin^,"
One has only to read sone of oi-.r bii.sinesn letters
if he wishes evidence of the need of irnproveraent in the
essentials of "business letter v^'iting.
Business men are continually reminding us of the
English deficiency of our American people, and especially
of the young people jiist entering the commercial field.
They lack the necessary English training. Business
English training is one v/ay hy v/hich vie may improve our
oral and written English.
Business English is an intensely interesting field,
and probably one which has too long been neglected or
shunned for the purpose of more formal English.
John B. Opdycke refers to this situation as an old
controversy, "^he qtiarrel betv/een 'academician' and the
1 Herzberg, I!ax J. ITew-Style Book of Business English
p. 4
r
2' coramercialist ' has been largely the result of un-
2
sympathetic rniclerstano.ing. " He refers to the
academician as the subject-teacher, and the commer-
cial ist as the pupil-teaCher.
In his plea for a democratic English, Vialter Barnes
raal{:es the follov/ing statements:
"llany of us force our pupils over a steeple chase
of story writing, of literary descriptions, of formal
orations and debates, which, if of value at all, is of
value only to the scanty few v/ho are to be professional
v/riters and speakers, the while we ignore letter v/riting,
the telling of anecdotes and personal experiences and
the important arts of conversation and discussion, v/hich
are of inestimable value to all persons, regardless of
3
what their vocation in life is to be,"
"The forms we should compel all students to pay
attention to are; the v/riting of business and social
letters, for this training is certain to bo needed by
all; the making of explanations, largely oral, emphasizing
the compositional features of the work rather than the
expressional features, and conversation and discussion,
4
all- important and almost altogether neglected,"
^ English Journal Volvime 16 (March 1927)
Barnes, V/alter The Hew Democracy in the Teaching of
English, p, 4
^ Ibid., p. 15
(I
3"This is true cleiiiocracy in the teaching- of English:
that each stiident get froDi the English suhjects that
training and that life of most worth to him — to him,
5
not to some one else,"
"I need not emphasize the importance of letter
v/riting of "both the social and the business type. Even
the pedagogs in the Palace have laid dovm their arms in
this engagement. But v;e are half-hearted in reaping the
fruits of our victory. Surely, since the v/riting of
letters is virtually the only kind of v/riting done in
the homes and places of business on the plains, v;e ought
to give pronounced and prolonged training in the v.iriting
of letters. But vie don't. V/e do a little desultory and
dilettante dabbling in this importa,nt art, v/e pu-t up a
sheepish and half-furtive pretense; but it is felt to be
a concession to the radico.ls and utilitarians, and as soon
as the bare letter of the lav/ has been observed the teacher
leads her class straightv/ay back to the familiar and
traditional fields of expositions and short stories and
literary descriptions. V/e don't really teach letter v/riting;
v/e merely putter about, touching the subject here and there,
but fo.iling to establish thoroughly the principles and
6
train in the practice of this type of language activity."
Barnes, Walter The ITev/ Democracy in the Teaching of English
p. 2'
6
Ibid,, p, 52

4I have given these atJ.otations "beco^use I feel
that they sum up so completely the entire situation.
Have v/e lie en too much interested in the preparation
for life and have v/e lost sight of the participation in
life? IIov/ much does the average high school senior knov/
aliout correct letter form and arrangement? How much are
v/e teaching him?
These are questions of vital importance.
II. Interest in the Suhject
A study of hundreds of "business letters has caused
me to give serious thought to the suhject of letter
writing. If many "business men know so comparatively little
a'bout the correct forms, then hov/ can we expect the high
school child to know anything about them. The high school
pupil is fitting himself for life participation in "business.
His future is dependent upon his contribution to the world,
and upon his ability to do the right thing without having
to ask too many cLuestions as to the "how" and "why" of it.
The commercially trained pupil shoulr" laiow a good
letter when he sees it; in fact, he should be able to_ v/rite
a fairly good letter. Any one can put together, in some
manner, the many stereotyped expressions which have been
used as long as we can remember, and can convey a rather
vague meaning to the reader. Can he, however, write a
letter in a clear, forceful manner so that the reader
feels himself in conversation v/ith the va^iter, and not
m
merely a reader of a group of meaningless v/ords and
phrases?
"The "best letter comes close to the best con-
versation, Xlhen you v/rite to someone, exert your
imagination and try to see him before you. Then v/rite
your letter exactly as if you were speaking to him.
Don't use "big v/ords or long sentences; talk easily and
naturally. Moreover, in conversation v/e try to avoid
"boring those v/ho are listening to us, and similarly in
our letters v/e must try to "be as entertaining and bright
as possible. But as this counsel likev/ise points out,
there is alv/ays the necessity for good breeding: the
courtesy, the deference, the sympathy that mark the lady
7
and the gentleman."
As teachers of English, or as teachers of business
English, it should be our aim to guide our pupils so that
they will be able to v/rite real letters. The follov/ing
letter is an example of v/hat may happen in the use of
stereotyped expressions, but it brings us no desire to
ansv;er it or to respond favorably thereto,
"V/e beg to advise, and v/ish to state, that
yours has arrived of recent date, Y/e have it
before us, its contents are noted; herev/ith
enclosed are the prices v/e q_uoted. Attached
you v/ill find, as per your req.uest , the sample
you called for; and v/e v/ould suggest regarding
the matter and due to the fact that up to this
v/riting your order v/e've lacked, v/e hope you v/ill
not delay it undu.ly, Y/e beg to remain.
Yours very truly," 8
7 herzb erg, I.Iax J, ITevz-Style Book of Business English, p
8 Rust Craft Rustler, March 19 29
c1
An effective letber must cause us to act favor-
a"bly to the suggestions of the v.a-'iter. Is the a'bove
letter effect iveV xhe ansv/er will "be in tlie ne^-ativc.
The letters given belov/ arc copies of letters
received "by some of our leadings "business houses in
this city.
These letters shov/ the need for correct letter
writing instr-act ion.
Ft. Dodge, lov/a
Febru-ary 17, '28
Dear Sirs:-
I did not return =feh€ hose for
mending, further more the other hose
v/as damaged. Your letter is not to
the point and has no meaning a,s to
an ansv/er to my rec[uest . If you
could not raalie the hose good as I
expected you could have said so.
This was not an order I have
iTcen told that , . , , stood back
of their goods in every case v;here
customers v/ere not satisfied or at
least gave an explanation, I do
not find this so.
Respectively,
Does the reader loiow v/hat the v/riter has
attempted or intended to so.y?
The second letter is also interesting, but
it again points out to \is the fact that there is
need for English training.
•
Archer, lov/a
Oct., 20, 1928
Eyes Examined, G-lasses Fitted
938 Forty- El-hth Street
Des Moines, lov/a,
Dear Sir: - -
V/ill you fix these glasses,
ITorama .... was playing and her
glasses came of some hov/ and some
l^ody must of steped on it and "broke
the pe8.ce off and the peace is lost.
Send "back as soon as possible. We
are sending every part of the glasses
that she fond again.
Very Truely, Yours,
• • • •
Archer
lov/a
.
The follov/ing letter v/as vrritten liy a two-year
Normal School graduate.
Tov/n, State
Street
iio. Day, 1930
Dear l£r
I need help' as you told me to
do, when I needed assistence, so I
am doing,
Y/ould you mind v/riting me out a
recommend, and takint? it to the Train-
ing School Placement Office.
The fact is I am going to teach,
if I can get a job. The recommends
I am trying to assemble will be for-

8v/arded to some agency when they need
such, pertaining to myself.
• • • •
Hoping you lots of luck, I am
Very Truly yours
These three letters present to us v/hat seems to
"be a startling situation in so far as letter vnriting
is concerned.
There v/as no way in v/hich I could check as to the
educational trainin^^ of the individuals writing the
first two letters. However, the third letter v/as
written hy a two jeax Hormal School graduate v/ho was
applying for a teaching position. This grad^late rated
as an average student v/hile in the Normal School,
Evidently there is still great need for effective
training in letter va-iting. Our pupils need to know
hov/ to express themselves "briefly, yet accu.rately, and
in such a way as to leave no douht in the mind of the
reader as to what the va^iter intended to say. This is
a real problem v/hich must "be met. It faces us in our
preparation of the individual for his contact v/ith the
business v/orld.
A recent magazine article gives us something to
think about not only in the v/riting of literature,

9"but also in the va-itin^g of letters.
"Words, v/ords , v;ords — too many of them are
v;ritten, too many of them are printed. So, in
The Irish Statesman
,
complains "Y. 0,," making
an eloatient and voluT)le plea for a return to a
'gold standard' in liters^ture and also apol-
ogizing for his ovm inability to "boil dov.Ti this
complaint to a single sentence I The currency
of literature is v/ords, "Y. 0." explains; and
the more you. inflate a currency the more v/orth-
less it "becomes. After the v/ar the printing-
presses of G-ermany and Russia printed so many
marks and ru"bles that these currencies "becarr.e
v/orthless, 'Before printing enaliled the
literary currency of words to "be inflated,
there vrcis something approximating to a gold
standard in literature.' V/riters have lost
the ancient art of concentration; they are
afraid to '"boil down.'" 8
The need for exact words docs not confine itself
strictly to America and her v/ritings. The pro'blem
then is one of international importance,
Y/e must learn to say wh;?^t v/e have to say in a
few v;ords if we wish the lousiness man to recognize
us and omt message.
^ Literary Digest, April 13, 1929 A Plea for a "G-old
Standard" in Letters, p, 27
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B Value of SiilTject to Senior High
School Pupils
The high school senior needs some training in
letter v/riting before he enters the husiness v/orld.
The senior high school year v/ill "be the last year
of school training that some of these people will
receive. Shall v/e give them the v/riting training
and help thera to improve their letters? It is our
duty to provide this training.
"The senior years of high school should
be devoted principally to the majoring sub-
jects, v/hich should always include English--
adapting it to the course taken. For example:
grammar, spelling, pimctuation and business
I^nglish should be compulsory in a stenographic
course; oral English should be compulsory in a
retail selling course; and composition, in a
booldceeping course,
"To continue the subject of training, let
me say that it has been foujid that even in the
training of stenographers and typists certain
fundamentals are lacking. It is not sufficient
for a stenographer to knov/ hori to write characters
representing words and groups of v;ords , and to
have the ability to transcribe them on the type-
writer. She should be drilled in certain
mechanics of the typev/riter, should know all
about carbon paper, erasures, mechanical set-up
of letters, appearance of finished work, be an
expert in punctuation, and be thoroiaghly familiar
v/ith gramma.r and spelling." 9
The office manager gives us some important points
to consider in the training of high school seniors.
The above cxuotation points out for us the importance
of good, thorough training in the mechanics of English.
9 Commercia-1 Education from an Office lianager's Point of
Viev/ by A. P. llaeintyre Quarterly Bulletin - national
Association of Office Managers, Vol, 2, 110,3

11
C Essentials of the Course
Our course in Business English consists of tv/o
semesters of nineteen v/eeks each, v/ith classes meeting
five clays a v/eek. The average pupil needs intense train-
ing in the fundamentals of En;glish grammar, hence vie have
found it advisalile to give him a thorough reviev/, or a.
thorough training, in the fundamentals of composition.
He must learn to use correct v/ords , to v/rite complete
sentences, and to formulate good paragraphs, "before he
can ever hope to "be a su.cccssful i'./riter of letters.
Spelling, punctuation, grammar ( in a functional form)
,
and elementary composition form are the essentials of
the first semester of v/ork.
The pupil is given an insight into the possihilit ies
of letter v/riting, business letters, and nev/spapor v/ork.
His English is the English tha.t he v/ill use in his life
part icipat ion.
The second semester of v/ork stresses the various
types of letters, their language and use; advertisements;
house organs; filing; telegrams; and office procedure in
general. At the completion of tliis course the pupil is
atle to meet the demands of the average hu-siness man, and
to v/rite acceptable letters.
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II Pm-pose of tlie licperiment
After having v/orked with senior high school pLipils
in their h-usiness English v/ork, and having seen v/hat some
of their difficulties v/ere, I felt that it v/ould "be a \70rth-
v/hile experiraent to learn v/hat could "be done in the improve-
ment of "business letter v/riting.
In planning the vrorlc of the experiment, two things
v;ere very definitely in mind:
1, To discover and meet the needs of the
individual pupils and the classes,
2. To test tv70 methods of teaching,
III. Methods and Ilaterials
plan ms to teach one class as a control group,
conducting the v/ork in the ordinary v/ay. The second class
v/as to he taught "by use of the major teaching techniCi.ues
of problem, project, drill, and appreciation, and v/as to
he Icnov/n as the experimental group.
The first task v/as to arrange the material in units,
and to v/ork out a very definite course of study in v;hich
v/ere specifically stated the pupil objectives, the teaching
procedure, the pupil activity, and the standard of achieve-
ment ,
The experimental group received this information at the
"beginning of each new ujiit of v/ork, and measured its v/ork
according to the standards stated,
• The v/ork v/ith the control group did not include this as
definite information, nor did it make use of such as a means
€1
€
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of motivation.
An attempt v/as made to motivate every clo.ss hour
of the experimental group.
The subject matter covered in each of the classes
v/as as follows:
1 Aims of Business English
2 Imagination in "business
A study of nev/spaper and magazine advertising
Reports on the life of successful "business men
V/ritten and oral themes on original ideas or
topics
Local projects: school and community
3 Professional reading
Reading and discussion of current professional
literature
4 Oral Speech
Presentation speech
/oinouncement speech
Introduction speech
Interviews of a business nature
5 Punctuation
Correct use of marlcs of punctuation so that
business communications and reports are
more easily understood
Punctuation based upon meaning rather than
upon grammar
6 Pronunciation
The pronunciation of common v/ords
An attempt to overcome errors in pronunciation
The use of the dictionary
7 Choice of Right Words
ITord Study
Synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, motion v/ords,
connecting v/ords, explanatory v/ords, local-
isms, stereotyped expressions, etc,
8 Spelling
Correct spelling of all common v/ords
Pivision of words into syllables
Combination of spelling and meaning

14
Sentence Clearness
The WTitinG" of sentences that v/ill be
understood at the first reading
Relation of clearness to economy of time
in reading
10 Sentence Emphasis
The v/riting of Emphatic Sentences
Development "by means of various methods
of arrangement, position, repetition,
etc,
11 Paragraphs
The vomiting of an ideal business paragraph
Emphasis in paragraph v/riting
Paragraph development
Oral and v/ritten paragraphs
12 Letter form and arrangement
General form
Applications
Inquiries
13 llev/swrit ing
14 Book report
Selection, reading, and criticism of a
business book which may be applicable,
in some respects, to the pupil's life
and v/ork,
15 notebook arrangement
Index (Alphabetic)
Table of Contents
Title Page
Preface
Bibliographies
Foot notes
Etc.
In the presents-t ion of each unit of this work, the
experimental group (S ) was given such information as
folloY/s
:
Unit on Pi:ijictuat ion
I Objective (from pupil's vievrpoint)
(a) to develop the art of punctuation so that
business communications and reports are
clearer, easier, and more interesting to
read.
It
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("b) to follow the standards of correctness
of publishers and printers
(c) to use as little punctuation as possible
( d) to punctuate upon the basis of meaning
rather than upon the basis of (i'ramiiiar
(e) to use or to omit end punctuation in the
general form of a letter heading,
complimentary close, and envelope.
II Pupil Activities
(a) The study and discussion of a list of
"I'inimum Essentials in Fimctuat ion"
(b) The discussion of common errors in
punctuat ion
(c) V/ritten work covering exercises in the
correct use of marks of punctuation
( d) Theme and letter v/riting, followed by
punctuation criticism
(e) Collection of newspaper and magazine
articles on v/hich v/ere marked the
uses of the various marks of punctuation
(f) Punctuation Test
III Achievement Standards
(a) Ability to punctuate business letters or
communications so that they are clearly
understood at the first reading
(b) Ability to punctuate the address on an
envelope
(c) Ability to use, consistently, the open
or closed punctuation in any letter form
or report
( d) Ability to pass test at a set standard.
, Each unit of v;ork v/as presented to the pupils in the
experimental group in this manner.
The control group covered the same material, but the
pupils v/erc not given these definite aims, procedure, and
standards
.
f
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ilaterials
In preparation for this experiment, a great many
standardized tests v/ere examined in view of use for
this work. After due consideration and consultation,
the follov/ing tests were adopted for the experiment,
Detroit Intelligence Test
Cross English Test
Examination: Form A
Form B
Form C
Charters' Diagnostic Language Test
Miscellaneous A, Form 1
Form 2
Lev/is English Composition Scale of
Letter Y/riting
A copy of each test, in the ahove order, is given
on the follov/ing pages.
Page 22 is a copy of a test, comparable in material
to the Charters' tests, that v/as used as a second test
of sentence form. This was used 'beoause there are only
tv70 forms of the Charters' test, and the second form was
to "be reserved for the final test.
cc
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Advanced Intelligenco Tert—
W
HaiTjr J. Balcer
High School and CoUece
Name.
Grade.
Boy-....
PubUshed by the
TublicMoolPaplishmqCa
PllBted U U. I. A.
DETROIT ADVANCED INTELLIGENCE TEST
Devised by Harry J. Baker
.Years Months.
Last
.School City.
-Gir] Jlome Language
Copyricht, 102S, by Hanr J. Baker. Tha risht to modify or print thia work for use
ia tlia Detroit Public Seboels baa been aasigned to we Board of
Education, City of Detroit
Form W
Letter Rating-
Instruction Group.
SCORE RECORD
Part No. Score
1
2
8
4
5
6
7
8
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Part 1
L/int A. Gloves are worn on the 1 ears 2 feet 3 hands 4 head
1 A touchdown comes in 1 baseball
2 The Pacific was dis-
covered by 1 Balboa
3 New Orleans is in 1 Alabama
4 Ivory is obtained from 1 elephants
5 Bombay is a city in 1 Argentine
6 The thyroid is in the 1 abdomen
7 Sapphires are usually 1 blue
8 The U. S. Naval Academy
is at 1 Annapolis
9 The eucalyptus is a 1 drink
10 Artichoke is a kind of 1 corn
1 1 Habeas Corpus is a term
used in 1 law
12 The World War began in 1 1908
13 The armadillo is a kind of 1 animal
14 The oldest U. S. City is 1 Boston
15 The Orpington is a
kind of 1 cow
16 The Andes are in 1 Africa
17 II Trovatore was com-
posed by 1 Bach
18 Apiculture is the study of 1 bees
19 The Eider is a kind of 1 chicken
20 Magenta is a kind of 1 color
21 The Castanet is used in 1 farming
22 Pearls are obtained from 1 mines
23 Martin Luther was a 1 scientist
24 Bile is formed in the 1 kidneys
25 Pasteur was famous in 1 literature
26 Comcnius was an 1 educator
27 Thanatopsis was written
by 1 Bryant
28 Denim is a kind of 1 dance
29 A puck is used in 1 football
30 Portia is a character in 1 Henry IV
31 A silo is used in 1 farming
32 The ohm is a measure of 1 electricity
33 Henna is a kind of 1 drink
34 The author of the
Pentateuch was 1 Homer
35 Asbestos is a 1 gas
36 The micrometer is used in 1 chemistry
37 The brassy is used in 1 billiards
38 The stethoscope is used
by the 1 carpenter
39 Philology is a study of 1 language
40 Carnegie was a 1 physician
J gOll 4 fnnfKalli lUULUctIi
2 Columbus
2 (jreorgia
2 mines
2 India
3 Drake
3 Louisiana
3 oysters
3 Japan
4 Hudson
4 Texas
4 reefs
4 Spain
2 head
2 green
3 neck
3 red
4 shoulder
4 yellow
2 Philadelphia
2 fabric
2 grass
3 Washington
3 machine
3 hay
4 West Point
4 tree
4 vegetable
z iiic(iicinc
2 1914
2 fish
2 Plymouth
3 chemistry 4 theology
3 1917 4 1920
3 horn 4 shrub
3 St.Augustinc 4 Santa Fe
2 fowl 3 horse 4 sheep
z /\sia 3 Europe 4 S. America
2 Mozart
2 birds
2 duck
2 drink
3 Verdi
3 flowers
3 goose
3 fabric
4 Wagner
4 monkeys
4 swan
4 food
2 fishing
2 ore
2 sculptor
2 liver
2 politics
3 hunting
3 oysters
3 statesman
3 spleen
3 science
4 music
4 trees
4 theologian
4 stomach
4 war
2 astronomer 3 musician 4 statesman
2 Kipling
2 drink
2 golf
2 Merchant of
Venice
3 Longfellow
3 fabric
3 hockey
3 Romola
4 Scott
4 food
4 tennis
4 Vanity Fair
Ti c n 1 n or
2 horsepower
2 color
3 hunting
3 rainfall
3 fabric
4 music
4 wind
4 food
2 Moses
2 liquid
3 St. Paul
3 mineral
4 Plato
4 vegetable
2 bowling
2 croquet
3 physics
3 golf
4 dyeing
4 tennis
2 lawyer 3 doctor
2 music 3 stars
2 philanthropist 3 sculptor
4 barber
4 trees
4 warrior
Score.
Part 2
Line A empty 1 barren 2 free 3 full 4 vacant 5 void ( )
1 sharp 1 dull 2 edge 3 ever 4 eyes 5 pencil ( )
2 summon 1 aid 2 convoke 3 dismiss 4 invite 5 legislature ( )
1
3 lose 1 drop 2 find 3 friend 4 interest 5 money ( )
4 scarce 1 abundant 2 bald 3 deficient 4 men 5 money ( )
5 careful 1 breakable 2 careless 3 drawings 4 fragile 5 worker ( )
6 multiply 1 add 2 divide 3 multiplier 4 product 5 subtract ( )
7 susceptible 1 colds 2 dishonest 3 immune 4 praise 5 suspicious ( )
8 fertile 1 fertilizer 2 fields 3 fruit 4 sterile 5 wealthy ( )
9 conceal 1 disclose 2 face 3 hide 4 monev 5 secret ( ^
10 fever 1 chill 2 scarlet 3 sickness 4 temDerature 5 tvnhoiH ( ^
11 create 1 build 2 demand 3 destroy 4 house 5 objects ( )
12 desecrate 1 badness 2 church 3 clergy 4 evil 5 sanctify ( )
13 obsolete 1 ancient 2 dead 3 neglected 4 in use 5 worn ( )
14 indifferent 1 different 2 interested 3 mediocre 4 neutral 5 subtraction ( )
15 obtuse 1 absurd 2 acute 3 algebra 4 angle 5 ffeometrv ( \
16 impertinent 1 polite 2 pertinent 3 prudent 4 rude 5 violent ( )
17 truth 1 church 2 evolution 3 falsehood 4 religion 5 veracity ( )
lo virile 1 heavy 2 strong 3 virtuous 4 weak 5 Wise ( )
19 veneration 1 blessing 2 contempt 3 respect 4 reverence 5 revenge ( )
20 democracv 1 autocracy 2 country 3 empire 4 kingdom 5 republic ( )
21 separate 1 cut 2 dissolve 3 divide 4 scatter 5 unite ( )
22 vapid 1 dull 2 flat 3 insipid 4 vigorous 5 weak ( )
23 lazy 1 employed 2 hurried 3 idle 4 industrious 5 violent ( )
24 bless 1 charity 2 curse 3 goodness 4 money 5 praise ( )
25 wholesome 1 decayed 2 healthy 3 pure 4 refined 5 salubrious ( )
26 apathy 1 disuse 2 indifference 3 interest 4 pathetic 5 variety ( )
27 aversion 1 antipathy 2 distaste 3 liking 4 repugnant 5 turning ( )
2o variety 1 change 2 dirterence 3 diversity 4 monotony 5 variation ( )
29 optimism 1 enthusiasm 2 glasses 3 oculist 4 optimist 5 pessimism ( )
30 indigent 1 diligent 2 indignant 3 money 4 poor 5 wealthy ( )
31 transient 1 durable 2 fleeting 3 fugitive 4 momentary 5 transitory ( )
32 opposition 1 contradiction 2 hostility 3 interference 4 malice 5 support ( )
33 relevant 1 pertinent 2 reliable 3 religious 4 reverent 5 superfluous ( )
34 detest 1 abhor 2 abominate 3 admire 4 condemn 5 filth ( )
35 inebriate 1 alcohol 2 drunk 3 failing 4 intoxicated 5 sober ( )
36 traditional 1 conventional 2 historical 3 legendary 4 religious 5 revolutionary( )
37 myopia 1 astigmatism 2 health 3 hyperopia 4 microscope 5 typhoid ( )
38 terrestial 1 agricultural 2 celestial 3 earthly 4 terrifying 5 territorial ( )
39 supercilious 1 arrogant 2 contemptuous 3 humble 4 impecunious 5 proud ( )
40 choleric 1 bilious 2 cholera 3 dyspeptic 4 melancholic 5 phlegmatic ( )
Score
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
Part 3
A apple 2 banana 3 lemon 4 pear 5 potato (
Colorado 2 Nevada 3 Utah 4 Wyoming 5 Yosemite
France 2 Gibraltar 3 Japan 4 Spain 5 Turkey
czar 2 emperor 3 kaiser 4 king 5 president
Airedale 2 Angora 3 Maltese 4 Manx 5 Persian
blue 2 green 3 red 4 white 5 yellow
hail 2 rain 3 sleet 4 snow 5 storm
aeroplane 2 automobile 3 interurban 4 steamer 5 wireless
brads 2 nails 3 pincers 4 screws 5 staples
banjo 2 guitar 3 mandolin 4 ukelele 5 violin
binder 2 drill 3 mower
A 1
4 scythe 5 sickle
heart 2 liver 3 lungs 4 skin 5 stomach
difference 2 product 3 quotient 4 root 5 sum
Cadillac 2 Garland 3 Hudson 4 Lincoln 5 Packard
clef 2 dull 3 measure 4 sharp 5 staff
Baptist 2 Congregational 3 Jewish 4 Methodist 5 Presbyterian
centimeter 2 foot 3 inch 4 kilogram 5 meter
coyote 2 fox 3 jackal 4 raccoon 5 wolf
banquet 2 barbecue 3 dinner 4 feast 5 lunch
eighth 2 eleventh 3 fifth 4 ninth 5 seventh
Cunard 2 hrie 3 Pennsylvania 4 Southern 5 Wabash
beech 2 elm 3 maple 4 oak 5 spruce
Bell 2 Edison 3 Fulton 4 Grant 5 Whitney
beans 2 cucumbers 3 peas 4 radishes 5 squash
French 2 German 3 Italian 4 Latin 5 Spanish
bass 2 perch 3 pike 4 tenor 5 tuna
Clemenceau 2 Lloyd George 3 Joffre 4 Orlando 5 Wilson
cape 2 island 3 ocean 4 peninsula 5 promontory
feeling 2 running 3 sitting 4 standing 5 walking
cone 2 cube 3 prism 4 rhombus 5 sphere
Bantam 2 Cochin 3 Leghorn 4 Mallard 5 Minorca
bateau 2 canoe 3 gondola 4 skiff 5 tug
bluejay 2 quail 3 pigeon 4 robin 5 sparrow
alluring 2 obnoxious 3 odious 4 offensive 5 repulsive
brassy 2 cleek 3 driver 4 mashic 5 puck
affinity 2 capillarity 3 charm 4 gravitation 5 magnetism
bismuth 2 garnet 3 sapphire 4 topaz 5 turquoise
Burroughs 2 Corona 3 Hammond 4 Oliver 5 Woodstock
cornea 2 iris 3 pupil 4 retina 5 tympanum
Ann Arbor 2 Dartmouth 3 Hanover 4 Ithaca 5 New Haven
liver 2 pituitary 3 suprarenals 4 thymus 5 thyroid
Score.
An
/in
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Part 4
1 2 3 4 9 6 7
2 4 6 7 10 12 14
10 15
.
20 24 30 35 40
3 4 5 6 8 8 9
17 17 13 11 9 7 5
28 24 20 16 10 8 4
9 9 7 7 5 5 1
11 11 8 8 5 2 2
2 9 16 23 30 37 43
2 2 6 6 10 12 14
41 35 28 23 17 11 5
12 25 38 51 65 77 90
9 8 7 7 6 6 5
3 3 4 5 5 5 6
2 4 8 16 32 48 128
2 5 7 11 16 22 29
1 2 4 8 11 16 22
38 31 25 20 16 13 10
45 38 31 24 18 10 3
2 8 15 25 32 42 53
10 33 56 79 102 125 150
192 96 48 24 12 9 3
10 70 87 104 121
1 4 8 16 25 36 49
17 17 18 15 19 14 20
1 1 2 4 24 120 720
1 3 6 27 81 243 729
Score.
Part 5
B E
1 Z. 3
a H4-5 6
1
' 3
^
4-
4
a H 4
•4 a a I
H 5 1 ^
» iHHiiBI
I
Score -^4 = j.
Line
Part 6
A 1 maniger 2 mannager 3 managlr 4 manager 5 manijar ( )
1 imediate 2 immedeate 3 imedeate 4 immediate r5 immeadiate
1 HiPiQinfi ^ UCLiooxUIl c ucLcssion
1 npQi rpfl nip \J LlColl CL/iC T UCoirrd.L)lC c UcsiraDxc
I intelligent z inteiigent 3 intellagent 4 intellegent f intilligent
1 bicyle 2 bicycle 3 bysicle 4 bycicle 5 bicksyle
i caiinacF / O 1 O AZ CaianQcr 3 calendr 4 calendar c callendar
^ UIooLJUlIlL <J UloappUlIlL T uiixipuint cJ dispomc
1 expense z expencc 3 exspence 4 expennse cJ expeance
1 asparagus 2 aspargus 3 asperagus 4 asperigus f asperiguss
1 alliged 2 alleged 3 aledged 4 allaged 5 allajed
I CanLcria / /^O rA^A1*AOz caieterea v> caieteria carateria c
•
cafteteria
1 pcriiicndiit z pcrnemant o permanent f pernament c permencnt
1 aiTiaLure f Ot'V^A4>AH4"z ameteur o ametur 4 amiteur r amateur
1 garrantee 2 guarantee 3 guarrantee 4 garentee f guarentee
1 interfere 2 interfer 3 intefere 4 interfear 5 iterfere
1 incesant 2 incessent 3 incessant 4 incesent c incasent
1 vitamine 2 vitiamine 3 vitimine 4 viteamine c vitomine
1 presipice 2 precapice o "J prescipice 4 precipice c prisipice
1 proficiant 2 proficient nr UXUII0L.CIIL c
1 liutenant 2 lieutenant 3 leiutenent 4 lootenent 5 lieutcnent
1 chandelier 2 chandeler o cnanaaiier 'T cnanaiier r *t vy 1 1 AMcnanuiier
1 endevor 2 endeafor 3 endeavor 4 endeaver r_) endivear
1 enthusiasum 2 enthusasm 3 entnusiaseum 4 enthusiam c enthusiasm
1 parallal 2 paralel J paraieii J\. A **A 1 1 A
1
'r pareiiei cJ A 1 1 A 1parallel
1 cemetary 2 cementary 3 cemetery 4 cemtary 5 cemitary
1 accomodate 2 accomadate 3 acommodate 4 accomidatc c accommodate
1 exstacy 2 ecstasy A A/> f- Q cv CCo Lctcy
1 battalion 2 betallion J Datuiion TT oataiion c Da LLalilOn
1 adventicious 2 advintitious 3 adventisious 'r aQvcntiLious c aaventitus
1 metromone 2 metronome 3 metronomme 4 metronnome 5 metoronome
1 scallene 2 scalline 3 scalene ^ 1^ 1 1 A At SKaiicnc cJ t> oil AA *^scaiicen
1 rythm 2 rythmn o my Liiiii 4 t*nvf"nTnri^ 1 liy Lilliill «:•/ I y Li ici 1
1
1 carniverus 2 caniverus J caneverus 4 carnivorous cJ carnivorus
1 anonymous 2 anonamus J anonimus 4 anonymus fJ anomynous
1 isoscelles 2 isoceles 3 iscasceles 4 icosoles 5 isosceles
1 cantepole 2 cantiloupe 3 cantaloup 4 canteloupe 5 cantaloupe
1 naptha 2 naphtha 3 naftha 4 naphta 5 napftha
1 excrecence 2 excrescense 3 excrescence 4 excrescance 5 excressence
1 abcissa 2 absissa 3 abscisa 4 abscissa 5 absyssa
1 ornithichnite2 ornothicknite 3 ornathihnite 4 ornithachnite 5 ornothinite
Score.
Part 7
L/ine J\ eye-see :: ear- 1 face 2 hear 3 light 4 sound (
1 left—right :: west-
.
1 direction 2 east 3 nortn rr SOUtn
^
2 diamond-rare :: iron- 1 common 2 ore 3 silver 4 steel (
3 winter-season :: January- 1 Christmas 2 day 3 February 4 month (
4 engineer-engine :: driver- 1 harness 2 horse 3 man 4 passenger (
5 framework-house :: skeleton- 1 body 2 bones 3 grow 4 skull (
6 egg-bird :: seed- 1 crack 2 germinate J plant 4 robin (
7 eye-head :: window- 1 door 2 floor 3 key 4 room (
8 hunter-gun :: fisherman 1 fish 2 net 3 river 4 water (
9 man-arm :: tree- 1 bark 2 flower 3 limb 4 shrub (
10 knitting-girls :: carpentry- 1 boys 2 houses 3 lumber 4 trade (
11 auto-wagon :: motorcyclc- 1 bicycle z car J ride 4 speed (
12 esteem-despise :: friends- 1 cats 2 enemies 3 lovers 4 men (
13 succeed-fail :: praise- 1 blame 2 friend 3 God 4 love (
14 hour-day :: day- 1 minute 2 night 3 noon 4 week (
15 wolf-sheep :: cat- 1 dog 2 fur 3 kitten 4 mouse (
16 cloudburst-shower :: cyclone— 1 bath 2 breeze o nurricane 4 west (
17 revolver-man :: sting- 1 bee 2 gun 3 hand 4 hurt (
18 abide-stay :: depart- 1 come 2 hence 3 late 4 leave (
19 cold-heat :: ice- 1 cream 2 steam 3 water 4 wet (
20 arteries-body :: railroads- 1 accident 2 country 3 crossing 4 train (
*^ntario^v-.anaaa part 1 nair z v^ueoec wnoie 4 year (
22 book-author :: statue- 1 liberty 2 picture 3 sculptor 4 state (
23 hospital-patient :: prison- 1 bar 2 cell 3 criminal 4 jail (
24 peace-happiness :: war- 1 begin 2 Europe 3 fight 4 grief (
25 complex-simple :: hard- 1 battle 2 easy 3 money 4 work (
26 establish—abolish begin— 1 commence 2 end 3 work 4 year (
27 truth-gentleman :: lie 1 girl 2 falsehood 3 line 4 rascal (
28 abundant-cheap :: scarce- 1 common 2 costly 3 gold 4 plentiful (
29 music-soothing :: noise- 1 bang 2 distracting 3 hear 4 report (
30 skin-body :: bark- 1 bite 2 dog 3 leaf 4 tree (
31 c—g m— 1 K 2n 3p 4 q (
32 clock-time :: thermometer- 1 cold 2 mercury 3 storm 4 temperature (
33 blow-anger :: caress- 1 child 2 kiss 3 love 4 woman (
34 square-cube :: circle- 1 line 2 round 3 sphere 4 square (
35 hope-cheer :: despair 1 death 2 depression 3 grave 4 repair (
JO iniiiatc^copy invent"
„ .
1 iLdison 2 machine 3 originate 4 study (
IL>C oLCctill LIlCllLy I <tL)unu<tnL 2 desert 3 scarce Tt water
38 mountain-valley :: genius- 1 grain 2 idiot 3 think 4 write (
39 fear-regret :: anticipation- 1 express 2 memory 3 resist 4 vain (
40 November-August :: May- 1 April 2 December 3 February 4 month (
Score


CROSS ENGLISH TEST
By E. A. Cross, A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Literature and English and Dean
State Teachers College, Greeley, Colorado
EXAMINATION: FORM A
For High Schools and Colleges
Name
(.First name, initial, and last name)
Class (underline) U.S. 1 2 3 4 Coll. 12 3 4
Age last birthday years.
School or college
City
Date of this examination
Part Score
I
II
A
B
III C
D
E
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Classification
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
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PBINTED m U.S.A.
PART I. SPELLING
Cross Test ; A
Directions. Place a check mark (V) in the parentheses after each correct
speUing, as in the sample.
J'
'.,.'-'.»^
3.
4.
C.
10
11.
1 \
l(i
S.\MPLE
allready
already
guard
gaurd
having
haveing
forty
fourty
maintainance
maintenance . ,
government
goverment
.
. .
repineing
repining
procedure
proceedure .
.
rediculous . .
ridiculous ....
predujice
prejudice
useing
using
village
villiage
arguing
argueing
trys
tries
pursuit
persuit
occurred
ocurred
j
Ingglish
\
Enghsh.
( )
18.
19
dying (<o die).
dicing {to die)
piece (a part)
peice (a part)
I
lovable . ,
I loveable
grievious
grievous
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
their {pronoun)
there {pronoun)
criticism
[ critisism
sieze
seize
.
I
controling
I
controlling.
preperatiou
.
preparation
those
thoes
I tendancy
I tendency
.
I
insipiant
1 incipient
31. (
I
primiti^•e
I
primative
[ sugar . . .
.
shugar
indelible
indelable
32. j
viligance
[
vigilance
(I) Number right {Score)
PART II. PRONUNCIATION
Cross Test : A
Directions. Place a check mark in the parentheses nearest each correct
pronunciation, as in the samples. Give careful attention to the position
of the accent mark.
Key to the marks used
a as in fate e as in serene 6 as in lord 65 as in boot
a as in cfire 6 as in 6nd 6 as in h6t d& as in foot
a as in at e as in fern u as in pure g always as in get
a as in abate I as in Ice Q as in up j always as in jam
a as in ftU I as in pin d as in btim & 6 6 u are the same as a e 5 u except that
a as in arm o as in 5ld ow as in how these occur in unaccented syllables
Samples.
said .
been
.
does.
. sad . ,
bin .
.
. dooz
1. Arctic ar'tik
2. banquet ban'kwet . . .
3. Wednesday wed'enz da. .
4. history his'tri
5. impious .'im'pi us
6. mischievous mis chev'i txs
7. recognize rek'a niz
8. penalize pen'al Iz
9. bestial bestial
10. temperature tem'per 3, ttir
1 1 . salmon sSl'mun
12. tremendous trS men'dus .
13. genealogy jen'e 61'6 ji. .
14. dislocate dis l6'kS.t
15. regular reg'ia lar . . . .
16. lightning llt'rung
17. usually u'zhal li
18. 'perform pre form'
19. sagacious s& ga'shus. . .
20. column kSl'iim. . , V .
21. inquiry In'kwiri. .
22. literature lit'er a toor .
.
23 . genuine j gn'ii in
24. arraigned ar ranjd' ....
25. Iowa i'6 wa
26. architect arch'i tgkt . .
27. children chil'drgn
28. laboratory iSb'a to'ri. . .
29. athlete Sth'e let
30. drowned dround
31. height hit
32. alias aii'fis
V
sed
ben
dilz
ark'tik
bank'w8t
wenz'da
his't6 ri
im pi'us
mis'chi vHs
rek'Sg niz
pe'nal Iz
bes'chal
temp'a cher
sam'un
tre men'jus
jen'e al'S ji
dis'l6 kat
reg'ul ar
lit'en ing
u'zhii al li
per form'
sfi, gash'iis
kfil'yTim
in kwi'ri
lit'er a tur
jen'u in
a rand'
i 6 wa'
ark'i t6kt
chil'dern
lab'6 ra t6'rl
ath'let
dround'fid
hith
a'liSs
(II) Number right
.
{Heart)
Cros9 Test ' A
PART III. RECOGNIZING A SENTENCE
Group A
Directions. Some of the following are not properly sentences as printed.
Print a capital letter S in the parentheses before each of the following
that is properly a sentence, and before each that is not properly a sentence
print a capital letter N.
1. ( ) The boys had great fun and some hard work on their camping trip.
"i. ( ) Wait for us.
3. ( ) Having had no success with geometry.
4. ( ) Come if you can.
5. ( ) Especially found where some substance decomposes.
6. ( ) Red brick chimneys on all the houses.
7. ( ) These were taken in our mountain camp.
8. (
•
) Alice ventures into Wonderland.
9. ( ) She explained making terra cotta tiles.
10. ( ) Having been carefully directed to this house by a real estate agent.
y
.. / .-. -y :V
> '"I
Group B
Directions. Place a figure 1 in the parentheses before each expression
which should be written as one sentence and a figure 2 before each which
should be written as two sentences.
1. ( ) When he heard some one approaching, he stopped short.
2. ( ) We will build up a big fire As soon as we reach a good camping place.
3. ( ) Coal miners wear little lamps on their caps, and they are well paid since
the strike.
4. ( ) The fog ha\'ing lifted out of the valley, we were able to see a vast stretch
of gray ocean and to make out the smoke trail of a tramp steamer, which
was itself invisible below the horizon.
5. ( ) "That could not have happened," replied Andrews, "you know the con-
ditions of the weather would have {prevented it."
6. ( ) This is final, you may choose one course or the other at once.
(m A) Number right (Score)
(m B) Number right {Score)
Group C
Cross Test : A
DiRECTio.vs. Some of the following sentences are faulty, and some are
correct. Print a capital letter F (for " Faulty ") in the parentheses before
each sentence that is faulty ; before each that is correct print a capital C.
1. ( ) Water passes through cement as well as through brick.
2. { ) His speed was equal to a horse.
S. [ ) A monologue is where one person carries both sides of a conversation.
4 ( ) Fried trout are the most successful method while camping.
.3. ( ) The teacher did not approve of Ella's being late so often.
0. ( ) The repairing of old umbrellas is a tinker's job.
7. ( ) It doesn't seem like I understand this topic.
8. ( ) To repair the fan belt was my first task and then mending the punctured
inner tube.
Group D
Directions. Some of the following expressions are not properly one sen-
tence as they stand. Print a capital letter O in the parentheses before
each expression that is properly one sentence as it stands, and before each
that is properly two or more sentences print a capital letter T.
1. ( ) Drawing instruments are used in this class, they are made in Pittsburgh.
"Z. { ) While I was traveling in South America, I collected notes upon the customs
of the natives, which I expect soon to publish in a book.
8. f ) Pepper is adulterated by using pulverized coconut shells, these are imported
from the South Sea Islands.
4. ( ) After I had eaten a dish of the cereal, the landlady surprised me by bring-
ing in some fresh toast and two soft-boiled eggs, which she set down beside
my plate with such a cordial smile and morning greeting that I really felt
quite embarras.sed on account of tlie e.\tra trouble I had made; but my
embarra-ssment did not prevent me from eating a hearty breakfast, thank-
ing her for her kindness, and following my thanks with a promise not to
be late again for breakfast — at least, not .soon.
5. ( ) Uncle Fred wants you to come, too, can't you?
6. ( ) Coming to the little stream about six o'clock, we followed it down till it
crossed the main trail, which we easily reached before darkness overtook us.
[<1
(III C) Number right (Score)
(III D) Nuviber right (Score)
Cross Test A
Group E
Directions. Some of the following are not correct sentences. Print a
capital letter F in the parentheses before each of the following that is
not a correct sentence in harmony with present-day good usage, and be-
fore each that is a correct sentence print a capital letter C.
1. ( ) Milton was sent to Oxford to study law.
2. ( ) He has never played that jjiece so well, and he has often played it t efore
large audiences, too.
S. ( ) Anne was the most beautiful of all her cousins.
4. ( ) Our books are widely used in Massachu.setts, New York, and Ohio.
5. ( ) In the distance she could see the village where she had lived years ago.
6. ( ) While chatting with a friend, a fine trout slipped off Martin's hook.
7. ( ) They offered him a substantial reward, but he firmly declined to accept it.
8. ( ) They always have to do nights what they neglected to do days.
9. ( ) If a duck has water poured upon its back, it runs off immediately.
10. ( ) The letter should of been delivered at eight o'clock this morning.
PART IV. PUNCTUATION
Direction. Punctuate the following sentences in accordance with present-
day usage. (Some of the sentences may not require further punctuation )
1. Send us a report when you have examined the property.
2. They expected to visit Miami Florida before coming home.
3. I had always insisted that he was honest.
i. Oh well she said the whole disturbance is only a trifle annoying.
5. Neither could the doctor go himself nor could he send a capable substitute.
6. Beat the eggs first and then fold them into the l>atter.
7. My guest Mr. Felix Kirk will be with me for several days.
8. I found the work very difficult did you find it so.
9. Each of these should be somewhat like a distinct composition just as a
military company is a complete organization within itself as well as a unit
in the regiment. (Punctuate as one sentence.)
10. Your reasons seem to be sound nevertheless I am not convinced.
11. The weather having become unsettled the camping trip had to be given up.
12. While we were hastily eating a boy about ten years old the son of a farmer
living near our camp came up to invite us to use the water from their well.
13. The London Times which has been published without interruption since
our Revolutionary War was owned by Lord Northcliffe.
14. Agnes has a generous forgiving nature.
15. This preparation I am showing you Mrs. Gordon declared the agent will
remove even ink stains from silk and that is more than can be honestly
said of any other formula I feel certain.
(Ill E) Number right (Score)
(IV) Number right (Score)
[6]
PART V. VERB FORMS
Cross Test : A
Directions. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
In cases where two forms are correct, underHne the preferred form.
1. Our team was (beaten, beat) in the game Thursday.
2. Fanny has (busted, broken, broke) one of her china plates.
3. Caroline could never have (did, done) that piece of work without Irene's help.
4. I have never (eat, ate, eaten) guch good pears before.
5. How much have you already (gave, given)
6. Have you ever (seen, saw) a butterfly like this one ?
7. You could not (of seen, have saw, of saw, have seen) him from where you sat.
8. I (laid, lay) the books on your desk yesterday.
9. I (set, sat) in your room half an hour, waiting for you to come.
10. I have (set, sat) the chairs around the table.
11. Jack (digged, dug) around in the garden a half hour before breakfast.
li. All of the boys had (gone, went) before six o'clock.
13. Have you (rang, rung) the bell yet?
14. Has the mail (come, came) yet?
15. The birds have already (drunk, drank) all the water from their dish.
16. The teacher (wrote, has wrote) the problems on the blackboard for us.
PART VI. PRokoUN FORMS
Direction. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
1. If you were (I, me), would you go to that dance?
2. Jessie gave Roy and (I, me) some new books.
3. No one dances more gracefully than (she, her).
4. He knew it to be (we, us).
5. It isn't for such as (we, us) to dictate to them.
6. She is no better than (he, him).
7. (Who, Whom) do you think I am?
8. (Who, Whom) do you take me to be ?
9. (Who, Whom) do you have in mind for the place ?
10. (W^ho, Whom) was the gift intended for?
11. (Whoever, Whomever) would promise to read the book got a copy as a gift.
12. fHe, Him) that is pure I will in no wise cast out.
(V) Numb»r right {Howe)
(VI) Number right {Score}
[7
Oross Test * A
PART VII. IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
Direction. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
1. I wish I (could of, could have) seen that play.
2. I regret to part (with, from) you after these pleasant vacation days.
3. I find that I am obliged to differ (from, with) you upon that question.
4. You will notice on close comparison that this pattern differs (with, from) that.
5. He was ashamed (with, of, by) his conduct.
6. Try (and, to) see us again before you go.
7. He (would have, would of) gone if we had been ready in time.
8. The instructor was (sort of, somewhat) surprised.
9. Clara arrived at her conclusion independent (of, from) any help that was
offered to her.
10. The Chief Justice dissented (to, from) the opinion of the other judges.
PART VIII. MISCELLANEOUS FAULTY EXPRESSIONS
Directions. Some of these sentences are faulty. Print a capital
letter F in the parentheses before each sentence that is faulty, and before
each that is correct print a capital letter C.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
Yourself and friends are expected to be present.
At least these men are humans and should be treated so.
I have made my sweater just like yours.
Did you even suspicion a birthday party ?
She took it off of your table just this morning.
Have you got your check for your week's work yet ?
I am sure you hadn't ought to expect very much from him today.
You are very liable to get the wrong verb in a sentence like that.
Are these the books you sent for ?
I believe him to have been perfectly honest.
The speech was illy prepared and badly elocuted.
I do not know if I ha\'e all these right or not.
Leave me have another day to complete this long lesson, if you can.
He thought he would probably be going again next week.
He shall decline your offer, I feel sure.
[8]
(Vn) Number right {Score)
(Vm) Number right {Score)
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CROSS ENGLISH TEST
By E. A. Cross, A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Literature and English and Dean
State Teachers College, Greeley, Colorado
EXAMINATION: FORM B
For High Schools and Colleges
Name
(First name, initial, and last name)
Class (underline) H. S. 1 2 3 4 Coll. 12 3 4
Age last birthday years.
School or college
City
Date of this examination
Part Score
I
II
A
B
III C
D
E
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Total
Classification
Published by World Book Company, Yonkcrs-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chioago
Copyright 1923 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Brit;iin. All righU reserved, get : e : b-7
PRINTED IN U.8.A.
PART I. SPELLING
Cross Test : B
Directions. Place a check mark {V) in the parentheses after each correct
spelhng, as in the sample.
f
>. i
adviser
.
advisor
.
hoping
.
hopeing
.
beleive.
believe.
4.
seperate
.
separate
.
all right,
alright
.
.
6.
7.
dropped
droped.
nmeteen
.
ninteen .
untill
until
.
9.
10.
f
n.(
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
privelege
.
privilege
.
devinity.
divinity
shining.
shinning.
truly. . . .
truely. .
whoes
.
whose
o I IngglishSample,
,
[
English
.
( )
(v^)
labratory.
.
laboratory
dieing (coloring)
.
dyeing (coloring)
accuracy
acuracy
.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
alleigance
.
allegiance
peaceable
.
peacable .
stopmg
.
.
stopping.
mtrestmg.
.
interesting.
too (adverb)
to (adverb) .
goddess
.
godess . .
23.
j
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
leasure
.
leisure
.
loosing (failing to vdn)
losing (failing to loin)
critisize
criticize
.
there (adverb)
their (adverb)
parliament. .
.
parlaiment. .
existance
.
existence
.
lightning (flash)
.
lightening (flash)
.
nickel
nickle
negroes
negros .
buisness.
business
(I) Number right (Score)
19
Cross Test : B
PART II. PRONUNCIATION
Directions. Place a check mark in the parentheses nearest the correct
pronunciation, as shown in the samples. Give careful attention to the
position of the accent mark.
Key to the marks used
a as in fate
k as in care
& as in &t
a as in arm
a as in abate
a as in all
e as m serene
6 as in 6nd
§ as in fern
i as in Ice
I as in pin
6 as in old
6 as in lord
6 as in h6t
u as in pure
Q as in tip
h. as in bdrn
ow as in how
00 as in boot
do as in foot
g always as in get
j always as in jam
a 6 6 are the same as a e 5 except that
these occur in unaccented syllables
I
said sad. .
been bin . .
does dooz
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
villain vil'in.
gape gap
idea i de'a
evidently ev'i dent li
irrelevant ir rev'e lant . . . .
plagiarism pla'gar ism
address a dres'
irrevocable ir re vok'a b'l . .
sword sword
again a gen'
opportunity 6p 6r tQn'i ti . . .
rin.se rins
hospitable hos pit'a b'l. . . .
zoology zo 61'6 ji
formidable for'mi da b'l. .
.
cavalry kal'va ri
quantity kwon'ti ti
strictly strikt'li
granary gran'ri
exquisite eks'kwi zit
bouquet bo ka'
surprise s<jr priz'
acclimate S kh'mat
Italian i tiirySn
contractor k6n trak'ter. . . .
jewelry ju'6l r\
dolorous dOl'or lis
presentation prcz'gn ta'shun
,
machinery mi shdn'ri
different dif'frCnt
research re'serch
vagary va'gfl, rl
v/
sed
ben
duz
vil'yan
gap
I'de a
ev 1 dent'li
ir rel'e vant
pla'ji ar izm
ad'dres
1 rev'6 ka b'l
sord
a gan'
6p 6r toon'i ti
rens
hOs'pi ta b'l
zoo 6l'6 ji
for mid'a b'l
kav'al ri
kw6n'i ti
strik'li
gran 'a ri
eks kwiz'it
boo ka'
Slip priz'
ak'li mS-t
I tai'ySn
kSn'trSk ter
jobl'ri
dol'or lis
prc'zen ta'shun
mS shcn'er i
dif'er 6nt
rfi serch'
vfi, ga'rl
(IT) Number right {Score)
[3]
Cross Test : B
PART III. RECOGNIZING A SENTENCE
Group A
Directions. Some of the following are not properly sentences as
printed. Print a capital letter S in the parentheses before each of the
following that is properly a sentence, and before each that is not properly
a sentence print a capital letter N.
1. ( ) Getting their boat out of the river and into the lake.
2. ( ) While we bring up the camp equipment.
3. ( ) Having a few days of leisure, Corwin set out to camp in the hills.
4. ( ) Bacteria are microscopic organisms.
5. ( ) She wasted her time while her mother worked.
6. ( ) We make our garden early in May.
7. ( ) Alice's adventures in Wonderland.
8. ( ) Having balanced his books before he left the store.
9. ( ) These are the columns, added with great care.
10. ( ) To be or not to be, that is the question.
Group B
Directions. Place a figure 1 in the parentheses before each expression
that should be written as one sentence and a figure 2 before each that
should be written as two sentences.
1. ( ) The hunter tried to move the stone, which he found to be very heavy.
2. ( ) My next experience was in a grain elevator. Where I worked two whole
summers.
3. ( ) Their method was to dig the holes with a hoe and then to drop two or three
grains of corn into each hole.
4. ( ) I got the idea from George Calvert, who was with the famous Hamilton!
expedition, which explored the sources of the Amazon, while Weber was j
coming down the ridge of the Andes.
| 5
5. ( ) Use thin paper bookmarks, do not mark your place by laying a pencil in
the book and then closing it.
6. ( ) Shakespeare died in 1616, did he die in Stratford or in London ?
(Ill A) Number right (Score)
(III B) Number right (Score)
14]
Cross Test : B
Group C
Directions. Some of the following sentences are faulty, and some are
correct. Print a capital letter F (for " Faulty ") in the parentheses before
each sentence that is faulty ; before each that is correct print a capital C.
1. ( ) The reason I was absent was because I was ill.
2. ( ) A snob is when one person treats another as a social inferior.
3. ( ) Both correct speaking and correct writing are essential to a teacher's suc-
cess.
4. ( ) No objection was offered to Henry's being absent three days.
5. ( ) The trying of the famous Wilmington case was delayed two years.
5. ( ) Can you remember if Carter was present at the track meet or not ?
7. ( ) A vacant lot was found for a tennis court about a quarter of a mile long
and a hundred yards wide.
( ) Making of blue prints is the next step following inking of the drawings.
Group D
Directions. Some of the following expressions are not properly one
sentence as they stand. Print a capital letter O in the parentheses be-
fore each expression that is" properly one sentence as it stands, and before
each that is properly two or more sentences print a capital letter T.
1. ( ) This man lives in North Dakota, and that state has some good soft-coal
beds.
I. ( ) Let's organize a Campfire group among our girls as soon as school opens
in September.
3. ( ) Copra is the dried meat of coconuts imported from the tropical islands
which dot the Pacific Ocean.
1. ( ) As soon as I had eaten a dish of cereal, the landlady surprised me by bring-
ing in some fresh toast and two soft-boiled eggs, these she set beside my
plate with a cordial smile and morning greeting, and I really felt quite
embarrassed on account of the extra trouble I had made, my embarrass-
ment, however, did not prevent me from eating a hearty breakfast, thank-
ing her for her kindness and following my thanks with a promise not to be
late again — at least, not soon.
. ( ) Try to meet all your engagements promptly, even your landlady will think
more of your promptness than of your thanks.
( ) Did you ever work in a grain elevator in summer, there are many of them in
Minnesota.
<) (HI C) Number right {Score)
") (III D) Number right (Score)
t5j
Cross Test : B
Group E
Directions. Some of the following are not correct sentences. Print a
capital letter F in the parentheses before each of the following that is
not a correct sentence in harmony with present-day good usage ; and be-
fore each that is a correct sentence print a capital letter C.
1. ( ) The active voice gives a more vivid expression than the passive.
2. ( ) The material used was more elegant than her old hat.
3. ( ) The salary of a bricklayer is larger than a public school teacher.
4. ( ) That is the worst sentence I almost ever saw in a book.
5. ( ) When you fill the bottles don't spill any of it on the table.
6. ( ) While returning from his work, Colby saw a large brown bear crossing his
path.
7. ( ) The leader was hanged, and his companions were imprisoned.
8. ( ) After passing through the sixth grade, my mother took me for a summer
in France.
9. ( ) Katharine would have liked to have gone too.
10. ( ) This kind of rabbit is called a Flemish Giant.
PART IV. PUNCTUATION
Direction. Punctuate the following sentences in accordance with present-
day usage. (Some of the sentences may not require further punctuation.)
1. Telephone me from the station if you have time.
2. The house stood I feel quite certain on the left side of the street insiste(
Robert.
3. Try to master the use of commas semicolons colons and quotation marks
4. She was obliged to give up the idea of a formal dinner for the cook wa
leaving.
5. A fountain pen which leaks and scratches is worse than none.
6. Will you try some of my raisin cookies.
7. Ask Clarence why his mother did not come with him.
8. After the farmer had finished butchering some of the neighbors old frienc
of his came over to buy some of the fresh meat.
9. There are three causes poverty injustice and indolence declared the le
turer Professor Wharton.
10. They did not come by automobile they came by airplane. {One sentence
11. He declared that he was entirely satisfied.
12. You may have a good reason for what you are doing Andrews replid
but it is I must say entirely unconvincing to me.
13. Long's Peak Inn which is in a beautiful flower-strewn meadow at the ba
of Long's Peak in the Rocky Mountain National Park was the home
Enos Mills the naturalist.
14. The trail above timber line being too rough for our horses we left them
the boulder field and went on afoot.
15. Of the two paths before us we chose the one which seemed most travele
(III E) Number right (Sco
(rV) Number right (Sco
[C]
IT
ij,
6. 1,
7. Si
111
.V«
p. £v,
PART V. VERB FORMS
Cross Test : B
Directions. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
In cases where two forms are correct, underhne the preferred form.
1. The bell has (rang, rung).
2. Ned has (come in, came in).
3. I (done, have did, have done) all my work alone this week.
4. That little stream has (flown, flowed) along beside the road there for three
years.
5. The other girls had already (went, gone) home before we came in.
6. The acrobat (swang, swung) up and caught the bar.
7. Foster has (wrote, written) all of these correctly.
8. I have (laid, lain) the sticks in a straight row.
9. I (set, sat) the vase on your table.
10. Philip and Neal (dragged, drug) the roller over the court to pack it down
solidly.
11. Mother (laid, layed, lay) on the couch an hour for an afternoon rest.
12. Have you been (setting, sitting) there for a long time ?
13. Has your Aunt Harriet (gave, give, given) much money to the associated
charities this year ?
14. Don't you think you should have (began, begin, begun) your lessons earlier ?
15. They could not (have saw, of seen, have seen, of saw) that picture in Sterling.
16. The play had already (begin, began, begun) before eight fifteen.
Direction. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
1. I took it to be (they, them).
,,(1 2. Few girls play as well as (she, her).
3. It isn't for such as (they, them) to dictate to us.
4. Their opponents were heavier than (they, them).
5. Father expects you or (I, me) to meet him.
6. I do not know (who, whom) will finish the work.
plie 7. She is a girl (who, whom) I know to be trustworthy.
8. (Who, Whom) did you say sits near you ?
9. Nobody except you and (I, me) has come yet.
iif
I
0. Everybody is going but Mark and (she, her).
?ni 1. You and (he, him) may go next.
2. (Whomever, WTioever) this letter was written for should appreciate its com-
PART VI. PRONOUN FORMS
,vele pliments.
(V) Number right
(VI) Number right
(Score)
(Score)
[71
Cross Test : B
PART VII. IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
Direction. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
1. They were not unmindful (of, to) the French customs.
2. After a long illness the poor old soul died (of, on) a Friday in September.
3. I am disappointed (in, of, with) you, Carrie.
4. Harriet should (of, have) taken a long walk today.
5. You should (of, have) been with us Saturday.
6. You will be (very much pleased, very pleased) if you make a high score in thi:
test. •
7. I (couldn't hardly, could hardly) believe the evidence of my eyes.
8. The party started out in search (of, for) wild strawberries.
q17. He confessed his inability to comply (with, to) the demands.
10 It seems to me (like, that) your reasoning is faulty.
PART VIII. MISCELLANEOUS FAULTY EXPRESSIONS
Directions. Some of these sentences are faulty. Print a capital letter
F in the parentheses before each sentence that is faulty, and before each
that is correct print a capital letter C.
1. ( ) Divide all the proceeds among yourselves.
2. ( ) Say it like you meant it this time.
3. ( ) Fatal accidents seldom occur in tennis.
4. ( ) I had rather go now than stay till Friday.
5. ( ) They were kinder disappointed when the clouds began to roll up.
6. ( ) Have you got the house you were trying to buy last week ?
7. ( ) Has the maid come in yet ? Not as I know of.
8. ( ) We ate a part of the tomatoes and gave the balance to one of the neighbo
9. ( ) His actions caused the officers to suspect him.
10. ( ) Pronounce your words like I do if you can.
11. ( ) Most all of the p&rty had gone by that time.
12. ( ) Will you please leave me go home at three today, Mr. Gardner ?
13. ( ) Ned gave his word that he would come not later than eight.
14. ( ) You shall be there as you promised, I suppose.
15. ( ) x\ren't you sort of glad that this is the last sentence ?
(VII) Number right {Sc
(VIII) Number right
[8]
..(St;


CROSS ENGLISH TEST
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EXAMINATION: FORM C
For High Schools and Colleges
Name
(First nume, initial, and last name)
Class (underline) H. S. 1 2 3 4 Coll. 12 3 4
Age last birthday years.
School or college
City
Date of this examination
Part Score
I
II
A
B
III C
D
E
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
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Classification
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PART I. SPELLmO
Crose Test : C
Directions. Place a check mark (n/) in the parentheses after each cor-
rect spelling, as in the sample.
Sample.
Ingglish
English
.
( )
1.
February
.
Febuary .
atheletics
.
athletics
.
3.
changeing.
changing.
.
recieve
.
receive
.
5.
across
.
acrost
canning (preserving)
caning (preseri'ing)
lose (to set free) . . .
loose (tt) set free) . .
devide
divide
sacreligious.
sacrilegious.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
quite (not noisy)
.
quiet (not noi^)
noticable
noticeable
recommend
.
reccommend
.
hopeing.
hoping.
.
facinate .
.
fascinate.
15.
16.
calvary (horsemen)
cavalry (horsemen)
relieve
releive
[2]
17. j
dissapi
[ disappear
.
ear
.
jg I quite (entirely) . . . .
[ quiet (entirely) . . . .
19.
20.
tradegy
.
tragedy
imagine,
imagin .
.
21 I
nineth.
[ ninth .
.
J I
accidentally
.
I
accidentaly
.
23.
recollect
.
reccollect
.
24 I
preperation
[ preparation
.
25.
seige
.
siege
asparagrass
asparagus. .
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
morally
moraly
.
inevitible
inevitable
defanite
.
.
definite. . .
refineing
refining. .
useage
.
usage .
grammar
grammer
(I) Number right . (Score)
PART II. PRONUNCIATION
Cross Test : C
DraECTiONS. Place a check mark in the parentheses nearest the correct
pronunciation, as shown in the samples. Give careful attention to the
position of the accent mark.
Key to the marks used
a as in fate e as in serene 6 as in lord 60 as in boot
& as in care 6 as in 6nd 6 as in h6t 06 as in foot
& as in at e as in fern u as in pure g always as in get
a as in abate i as in ice <i as in Qp j always as in jam
a as in arm I as in pin (1 as in bllrn a 6 6 are the same as a e o except that
a as in all as in old ow as in how these occur in unaccented syllables
I
said sad .
been bin ;
does dooz
1. duke dobk
2. condolence kSn do'lens
3. amenable a men'a b'l
4. idea I de'a
5. particularly par tik'ial ar li. .
.
hundred hiin'derd
deficit def 1 sit
diamond di'a miind
romance ro'mSns
vaudeville vaw'dS vil
prescription per skrip'shun . .
inventory .in'vgn to ri
poem pom
gratis gra'tis
government guv'er ment . . . .
incomparable in k6m'pa ra b'l.
Missouri miz zoo'ra
program pro'grum
partner part'ner
perspiration pr6s pi ra'shun . .
candidate kan'i dat
roof roof
often often
hearth berth
kept kep
library ll'bar f
new nO
perhaps p'rSps
altitude iil'tl tud
obesity 6 be'sl tl
humble um'b'l
preferable pr6 fer'a b'l
sed
ben
duz
duk
k6n'd6 Igns
a me'na b'l
i'de a
par tik'u lar li
hun'dred
de fis'it
di'mund
r6 mans'
v5d'vil
prg skrip'shun
in vent'6 ri
po'em
grat'is
guv'ern mgnt
in k6m par'a b'l
mi zob'ri
pro'grani
piird'ner
pdr spi ra'shQn
kSn'di dat
roof
of'n
hiirth
kept
li'bi-a rl
nob
per hilps'
art! food
6 bgs'I tl
hum'b'l
prfif'er a b'l
(I) Number right (Score)
[3]
Cross Test : C
PART III. RECOGNIZING A SENTENCE
Group A
Directions. Some of the following are not properly sentences as printed.
Print a capital letter S in the parentheses before each of the following that
is properly a sentence, and before each that is 7iot properly a sentence
print a capital letter N.
1. ( ) Two of them made a path through the bushes while the others carried the
boat.
2. ( ) I decided not to try trigonometry.
3. ( ) Showing me a flower which was wilted.
4. ( ) To be chosen for the place was an honor.
5. ( ) Her work was doing washing for other people.
6. ( ) When your aunt visited you last spring.
7. ( ) While we show you all our kodak pictures.
8. ( ) Are yours balanced ?
9. ( ) Then the evening came, and the end of that sad day.
10. ( ) "Charge for the guns," he said.
Group B
Directions. Place a figure 1 in the parentheses before each expression
that should be written as one sentence and a figure 2 before each that
should be written as two sentences.
1. ( ) The lumter tried to move the stone, he found it to be very
heavy.
2. ( ) He writes short stories, the 'short story is a very
popular literary form in
the twentieth century.
3. ( ) After we had eaten a bite of breakfast, a few of our
friends came over to our
cabin ; and we all set out for the day's tramp, carrying our lunches in com-
pact bundles, which were slung over our shoulders.
4. ( ) Do not start until ten o'clock, the other members of
the party will soon
come.
5. ( ) Canal locks are now built of concrete, they
were formerly built of cut stone.
C. ( ) Not to know a sentence when you see one is a
more serious fault than to
spell incorrectly or occasionally to mispronounce a familiar word.
(Ill A) Number right {Score)
(III B) Number right {Score)
[4]
Group C
Cross Test : C
Directions. Some of the following sentences are faulty, and some are
correct. Print a capital letter F (for " Faulty ") in the parentheses before
each sentence that is faulty ; before each that is correct print a capital C.
1. ( ) This is all the farther the lesson goes today.
2. ( ) My neighbor, INIr. Cameron, was always a very friendly man, and died
last night.
3. ( ) English Four is planned to aid students in forming correct habits in both
speech and writing.
4. ( ) Mending of broken china is a real art.
~).
{ ) Repairing old umbrellas is a tinker's job.
(t. ( ) Seems like most of these sentences are incorrect.
7. ( ) Her former home was the beautiful little city of Evansville, and which is
on the north side of the Ohio River.
8. ( ) These were the clever acrobats which so much had been written about in
the popular magazines.
Group D
Directions. Some of the following expressions are not properly one sen-
tence as they stand. Print a caj)ital letter O in the parentheses before
each expression that is properly one sentence as it stands, and before each
that is properly two or more sentences print a capital letter T.
1. ( ) .\lthough his comrades were very proud of Felder's achievement, they
hardly expected him lo be awarded a medal for bravery.
2. ( ) That is an excellent idea, where did you get it ?
3. { ) I did not get down to breakfast this morning till eight and all the other
guests had already eaten and gone and there was nothing left but cornflakes
and some cold toast and these are not very appetizing to me.
4 ( ) Self-government is a topic which the students of Wynian College, a school
located on the Pacific Coast where there are many nationalities represented
including Orientals, are discussing with the keenest interest, although there
is no probability of its being put into effect for a year or two yet.
5. ( ) I worked in a grain elevator in Minnesota last summer and wheat is the
principal grain raised there and the Pillsbury-Washburn Mills are in Min-
neapolis and they make a great deal of flour.
( ) .\re you going. T am.
(TTI C) Number right (Score)
(III D) Number n'glil (Score)
[5J
Group E
Cross Test : C
Directions. Some of the following are not correct sentences. Print a
capital letter F in the parentheses before each of the following that is
not a correct sentence in harmony with present-day good usage, and
before each that is a correct sentence print a capital letter C.
1. ( ) He spoke to the intruder, but instead of receiving a courteous answer, the
fellow laughed in his face.
) The room was small, dark, and poorly furnished.
) His psychology is crude and unscientific ; it is obviously superficial.
) She had earrings in her ears that had formerly belonged to her mother.
) Measles are when you break out in little red spots.
) Upon going to bed the front draft of the furnace should be closed.
) He never has and never will be elected to that fraternity.
) I attended classes only in the morning.
) They could of guessed the answer if they had of tried.
) The dean would have been very glad to meet you Thursday if he had been
here when you called.
PART IV. PUNCTUATION
Directions. Punctuate the following sentences in accordance with
present-day usage. (Some of the sentences may not require further
punctuation.)
The telephone began ringing but no one answered.
Assemble all your materials while the glue is melting.
My old fountain pen which both leaked and scratched is discarded at last.
Under the conditions indicated Maurice you are right.
He had never learned to concentrate this was the cause of liis failure in
college. {One sentence.)
6. The day being cloudy we thought it best not to venture far from shelter.
7. I am sure you will find her a faithful sincere friend asserted Mrs. Wilson.
8. When the camping party had finished eating several children the sons and
daughters of some of the neighboring farmers came in to hear the music
around the campfire.
9. We have won for two years declared the coach if we win again this year
the cup will be ours permanently. {One sentence.)
10. Is that the truth she asked.
11. Wilbur asked what they were planning to do.
12. He declared that he was entirely satisfied.
13. That explanation .seems quite satisfactory however there is some disagree-
ment about the theory. {One sentence.)
14. Every boy who went to camp learned to swim.
15. Four kinds of inter-school contests were proposed by the representative of
the Omaha Nebraska schools football basket ball debating and track events.
(HIE) Number right {Score)
(IV) Number right {Score)
PART V. VERB FORMS
Crou Test :
Directions. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
In cases where two forms are correct, underHne the preferred form.
1. The bleachers were full ten minutes before tlie game had (began, begun).
2. I (come, came) to your house last Thursday morning to walk to school with
you.
3. The canaries have already (ate, eat, eaten) all the food you gave them this
morning.
4. Have they (drunk, drank) all the water too?
5. Fred (seen, saw) him throw the ball.
6. I (laid, lay) on the couch for a brief rest.
7. Have you (lain, laid, lay) your party clothes out yet ?
8. I have (sat, set) here waiting for at least an hour.
9. When we were at the beach, Charles (dived, dove) fro«n a forty-foot tower.
10. Have you ever (sit, set, sat) watching the pictures in the fire?
11. I wish you might have (sat, set) the flowers nearer the center of the table
12. Couldn't they have (gave, given, give) more attention to what was being said?
13. Bessie could (of went, have gone, of gone, have went) if she had asked.
14. How many of you have already (written, wrote) the sample business letter ?
15. I wish you could (have did, of done, have done, of did) it more carefully.
16. The bell has (rang, rung).
Direction. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
1. He inquired whether (we, us) girls were going.
2. Let (lie, him) who can answer the question.
3. It must have been (they, them).
4. Whom can I trust if not (he, him) ?
5. Let none touch it but (they, them) that are clean.
0. I know no one quite like (she, her).
7. (Who, Whom) were you talking about?
8. (Who, Whom) do you take me to be ?
9. What can you expect from such as (he, him) ?
10. Are you calling Margaret and (I, me) ?
11. The books were presented to (whoever, whomever) would read them.
12. I am sure no one plays tennis as well as (he, him).
PART VI. PRONOUN FORMS
(V) Number right
(VI) Number right
{Score)
{Score)
[7]
Cro33 Test : C
PART VII. IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
Direction. Draw a heavy line under the correct form in each sentence.
This field is not suitable (to, for) irrigated farming.
I hasten to comply (to, with) your request.
He could hardly bring himself to part (with, from) his house in the country.
Harriet was tired (with, of) being sent every day to the distant post oflBce.
Have you (finished, finished with, finished off) that bungalow apron you were
making last week ?
Your test is quite different (than, from) the one you gave last year.
Mrs. Carpenter's physician advised her to stay (to, at) home for the winter.
I am sure the applicant is possessed (with, of) the ability to succeed.
I was reluctant (to go, against going) there alone.
The girls all seemed to have (such a good, a very good) time at your party.
PART VIII. MISCELLANEOUS FAULTY EXPRESSIONS
Directions. Some of these sentences are faulty. Print a capital
letter F in the parentheses before each sentence that is faulty, and before
each that is correct print a capital letter C.
( ) You hadn't ought to read a novel without you know what it is about.
( ) The theme reader at last roped the bucking verb in that dizzy sentence of
yours.
( ) They seldom ever appear in public any more.
( ) Wliat offense was the prisoner charged with ?
[ ) I am not sure whether I can come.
( ) I had wanted very much to have come.
[ ) I can't seem to understand these sentences.
( ) He claims that he did all the work alone.
[ ) He speaks like a foreigner.
[ ) Corwin's garage is just in back of their house.
[ ) Do you suspicion where the examination is to be held
[ ) The time will come when you shall see this more clearly. {Merely a pre-
dict ion.)
( ) Leave me carry your books for you, Miss Carr.
( ) Should you like to go to the theater with me this evening, Helen ?
( ) Can this really be the end of this test ?
(VII) Number right
(VIII) Number right
{Score)
{Score)
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DIAGNOSTIC LANGUAGE TEST
By W. W. Charters
City County „ State_ _ Date..._
Name _ Age today Eace _ Sex
(Tears, Months)
School Grade _ Teacher _
QENERAI, INSTRUCTIONS
After telling the children not to read the papers, ask those on the front seats to
distribute the papers, placing one upon the desk of each pupil in the class. Have
oach pupil fill in the blanks at the top. Then say, "Look at the directions while I
read them to you."
DIEECTIONS: (To be read by the teacher and pupils together.)
"This test is given to pupils who have studied language lessons to see how well
hey are able to tell when sentences are right and when they are wrong. Now look
dt the sample below."
1. I told him to go.
"The plan is to read this sentence ovei- carefully to see if it is right. If it is
right make a cross on the dotted line below the sentence. The sentence, 'I told him
to go,' is right so we shall make a cross on the dotted line below it. Make the cross
now." (The teacher should pause to allow time for doing this and should pass around
the room in the lower grades to make certain every pupil understands).
"If the sentence is not right we are to write it correctly on the dotted line below
It. Let us try one that is not right."
2. He sits their.
"The right form is 'He sits there.' So we shall write the corrected sentence
on the dotted line. '
'
"Now children this is what you are to do on the rest of this page and on the
next page. (Pointing.) Koad ouch sentence carefully to see if it is all right. If
it is all right, make a cross on the dotted line below it. If it is wrong, write the
correct form on the dotted line. Do not hurry. Be sure to get them right. When
you have finished, bring your paper to me. BeginI
"
This is not a speed test so ample time should be allowed for each to finish.
1. I am older than he. 4. He was the comicalest man.
2. He is badder than L 5. I feel badly today.
6. The boys necka were tanned.8. I could of gone.
88--'p
4 • XXc la l/ilc mucLllcot ij± tiio IfWU* was tuore xuriL.
QO. yjlliio IfllcY W CLE) tX J-clXljra xuu duuuiu cat Slow.
9. This is my most happiest day. 26. He should a been here.
10. I stayed near an hour. 27. She jumped quick.
11. Marys mother came today. 28. I new my part.
12. She sings good. 29. She felt worser today.
13. I no my lesson. 30. I wiU sure go.
14. He is more nobler. 31. This is a more perfect one.
15. She sang beautifuL 32. I only need one pin in this dress.
16. They dress so queer. 33. We beat them bad.
17. You can learn my tricks easy. 34. Tliey looked like they were cold.
18. My mother has been ill two. 35. This is more pretty than that.
1 Sli6 loolis worricdGT tlistn you. J. nut 9 an av\xui lurgc uiic*
20. I am real sorry. 37. Mr. Smith the baker is sick.
91 tl UiiU UlCOiOC IrfUiliiy Ilex o* Oo. T?ortoa+ flia 4"TOn laa^ IitipqXbCUcal/ LliO IrWU iClEtv
22. I just have one picture left. 39. She dresses nice.
23. She sings sweet. 40. I half to go.
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Test Compara'bl
ITame
1. She looks sick,
2. We have littler time
than jou,
3. She mi^^ht of had it,
4. This "boy is the awkv/ardest
5. John looks hadly today,
6. The "boys faces v;ere dirty,
7. ITev/ York is the largest
of the tv/o,
8. Once they v/as a clown,
9. Here is the most clearest
picture.
3D, They were pretty near
ca\i.(?^ht
.
H. Martins "brother went to
Chicg,go,
12, She does her lessons good,
13, Does he no you?
14, She is no more v/iser than
I.
25. He played "beautiful.
16. That dog acts gueer,
17, I can do that easy,
IB, Iilary sent me some tv/o,
19, A dog is angrier than a
cat
,
33, That is real nice.
5 to Charters
Dat e
21. John please close the door.
22. I just have one for each.
23. She does sing sweet.
'24, It v;as -lot there house,
25. He sang it too slov/,
26. She should a been there,
27, He spoke his piece q.uick.
28, The dog new his master,
29. V/hat is worser than that?
30, I will sure go with you.
31, This paper is more perfect.
32, She only has one "book.
33. She v/anted that apple had,
34. She acted like she v/anted
35, She is more v/iser than I.
36. These are awful small apple
37. Robert our guide is here,
38, Sit in the three last rov/s
,
39. I did the v/ork nice,
40, He doesn't half to go.
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By W. W. Charters
City Couiity..._ State Date
Name
_ _
Age today..
_
Kaee Sex
...
(Years, Months)
School
_
Grade.. ._ _ Teacher _ _
GENEEAI. INSTEUCTIONS
After telling the children not to read the papers, ask those on the front seats to
distribute the papers, placing one upon the desk of each pupil in the class. Have
each pupil fill in the blanks at the top. Then say, "Look at the directions while I
read them to you."
DIEECTIONS: (To be read by the teacher and pupils together.)
"This test is given to pupils who have studied language lessons to see how well
they are able to tell when sentences are right and when they are wrong. Now look
at the sample below."
1. I told him to go.
"The plan is to read this sentence over carefully to see if it is right. If it is
right make a cross on the dotted line below the sentence. The sentence, 'I told him
to go,' is right so we shall make a cross on the dotted line below it. Make the cross
now." (The teacher should pause to allow time for doing this and should pass around
the room in the lower grades to make certain every pupil understands.)
"If the sentence is not right we are to write it correctly on the dotted line below
it. Let us try one that is not right."
2. He sits their.
"The right form is 'He sits there.' So we shall write the corrected sentence
on the dotted line."
"Now children this is what you are to do on the rest of this page and on the
next page. (Pointing.) Eead each sentence carefully to see if it is all right. If
it is all right, make a cross on the dotted line below it. If it is wrong, write the
correct form on the dotted line. Do not hurry. Be sure to get them right. When
you have finished, bring your paper to me. Begin!"
This is not a speed test so ample time should be allowed for each to finish.
1. He looks sick. 4. This flower is the beautifulest.
2. I have littler money than you. 5. He looks badly this spring.
3. He might of done it. 6. The girls faces were freckled.
92-2p
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LEWIS ENGLISH COMPOSITION SCALES
For Measuring Business and Social Correspondence
By Ervin Eugene Lewis, Ph.D.
Superintendent of Schools, Flint, Michigan
Scales for measuring
Order Letters Narrative Social Letters
Letters of Application Expository Social Letters
Simple Narration
[Adapted from Lewis's Scales for Measuring Special Types of English Composition.
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York]
Introduction
Letter writing constitutes practically the entire written
expression of the average person after leaving school.
Much depends on the ability to write a good letter.
Many a position has been lost to an otherwise capable
person because of a poor or carelessly composed letter of
application. Little does the buying public realize how
often delayed orders and mistakes in delivery are due to
careless and confusing order letters.
Again we often unconsciously measure the quality of
friendship of our friends by the kind of letters we receive
from them. A letter worth writing is worth writing
well, and a well-written letter— one which shows care
;
a letter which tells the story of the writer's experience in
a clear and interesting way ; a letter which exhibits friend-
liness and consideration — will be a distinct source of
pleasure to the reader and is the kind of thing that makes
for lasting friendship. The value of good letter writing
cannot be overestimated.
Nature of the Scales
The Lewis English Composition Scales for Measuring
Business and Social Correspondence consist of five scales
for measuring, respectively : order letters, letters of appli-
cation, narrative social letters, expository social letters,
and simple narration. Each scale consists of a series of
actual letters or compositions, ranging in merit from very
poor to very good. Each has been assigned a scale value
? by a method described below. To rate a letter written
by a pupil, the letter is compared in merit with those given
in the appropriate scale and a value assigned it accord-
ingly. Thus, an order letter appearing to be slightly
better than the specimen having a value of 50 in the
Scale for Order Letters would be rated 52 or 53.
Value of the Scales
It is assumed to be an established fact that by the
use of scales such as the present ones, compositions can
be rated with far more consistency, and therefore with
more accuracy, than without the use of such scales. This
has been demonstrated by careful investigation in numer-
ous instances. This more accurate rating is possible be-
cause the rater has something definite and tangible with
which to compare the composition he is rating rather
than merely his subjective conception of the value of
compositions. Moreover, every teacher who rates com-
positions by these scales is using the same basis.
This means that a given composition will be rated prac-
tically the same by different teachers, and similarly, of
course, it is known that two compositions rated the same,
even though rated by different teachers, are approximately
equal in value. This makes it possible to compare a com-
position of a pupil in one school grade rated by his teacher
with the compositions of other pupils in another grade,
or another school or another city, no matter by whom
rated so long as the rating has been carefully done. No
such comparisons were possible before the advent of
rating scales.
Ratings by scales like the present ones are sufficiently
accurate to measure the progress of a pupil. Indeed,
the pupil can measure his own progress. Thus, the teacher
may place the scales where they will be accessible to the
pupils and let the pupils compare their own compositions
with those of the scale. For this purpose the pupils
must study the specimens of the scale and note the
points of merit by which each surpasses the one below it
in value. The scales are to this extent automatic
teaching devices.
{See page IS for directions for using scales.)
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Apr 17 Boston, Mas
Dear Sir
I wrote to ask you that you no I want want
leggings or boots and bicicles. yes sir quickly.
Evan Kimpson
50
46 Sunnyside Dr. '
Atlas, New York
April, 19, 1922
Rainbow Book Company
New York City, New York
Dear Sirs,
Please send to Miss Constance Rouillion the
books of Wilson's Hero Tales, Skinner's Tales
and Plays of Robin Hood, and Stanley's Animal
Fold Tales.
Please send them C. 0. D. I should like to
have them here by Monday.
Yours turely
Constance Rouillion
30
34 Cedar PI.
April 19, 1922
Iveli Bros.
Please send me two pakages of radisk seeds,
two pakages of lettuce seeds, a basket of pansys,
two qts. of apples, and a pakage of corn seeds and
rubarb seeds
Yours Truly
William Sims
60
344 Riverdale Avenue
Columbus, Ohio
B. Benson & Company
43 Madison Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.
Gentlemen
:
Inclosed please find twelve dollars ($12) for
which please send me three yards of blue serge to
match the enclosed sample at three dollars per
yard ($3) ; one book at one dollar ($1) called
"Over the Top" and one blue tie to match serge
at two dollars ($2).
Yours truly
Grace Donovan
40
125 Alta Avenue
Ceres, Calif
April 19, 1922.
R. Keith & Co.
Market Street
San Francisco, Cal.
Gentlemen
;
Inclosed find check for flowing articles, one red
(1) jersy size eleven (11) One pair of sneakers
size (s) three. One pair of golf stockings to
above address.
Yours truly,
Kenneth O'Brien
V
[2]
of the Quality of Order Letters
65
70
221 Herman St.,
BuflFalo, N. Y.
Feb. 13, 1922.
Sunset Book Co.
Chicago, 111.,
Gentlemen
:
Please send by C. 0. D. the following to the
above address.
1 copy of "In the Wilderness" by C. D. War-
ner $.50
1 copy of " The Lady of the Lake " by Scott $ .60
1 copy of "Treasure Island" by Stevenson $.60
$1.70
Miss Lillian Stone
75
50 South St
Rennsey Road, New York
April 19, 1922
Adams Shoe Company
419 South Olive Street
Lynn, Mass.
Gentlemen
:
Kindly send to me by freight the following
articles, which were chosen from your " 1922
Spring, Catalogue":
2 pairs Ladies' shoes, size 5A, in dark brown.
No. 49 at $7.50
1 pair Men's shoes, size 8E, in black. No. 458
at $8.50
Enclosed, find cheque for the amount of order.
Yours truly
flVTiss;'^ Plnra TCilnatriVW
85
40 South Maple St.,
Sioux Falls, S. D.
March 2, 1922.
The A. L. Burnham Co.
Amesbury, Iowa.
Dear Sirs
:
Please send by American Express the following
articles, listed in year catalogue No. 31, for which
I inclose a post-oflBce money order for $5.30
:
Roots and Bulbs
1^ doz. DigitaHs Purpurea at $1.50 per doz. $.75
^ doz. Shasta Daisy at $1.50 per doz. .75
^ doz. Gaillardia Grandiflora at $1 .50 per doz. .75
1 doz. Hardy Phlox-mixed
colors at $1.50 per doz. 1.50
^ doz. Tuberoses at .50 per doz. .25
Seeds
Asters-Hohenzollern 2389 10
Asters-Carlson 2349 10
Mignonette 3303 05
Nasturtiums, mixed 3365 05
Very truly yours,
(Miss) Virginia Hall.
198 Berry St.,
Cleveland, Ohio.,
January 22, 1922.
John Wanamaker & Co.,
New York City, N. Y.
Dear Sirs
:
Please send to the above address the three
following books for which you will find enclosed a
check for five dollars ($5) :
One copy of Woodcraft by Seton at $0.75
One copy Webster's Home Dictionary at $3.25
One copy of Campcraft by Powell at $1.00
And oblige
Alfred Bennet
[3]
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50
36 Main Street,
Yonkers, Florida,
May 2, 1922.
Dear Sir,
Since I have saw the job I learned in my school-
days, I would like to take it. I will report Wednes-
day to this building My name is Ernest Holze.
Yours truly,
Ernest Holze
186 Passaic St.
St. Louis, Mo.
April 30, 1922.
J. B. Schoenfeld.
25 Madison Ave.
City,
Dear Sir.
I have read (for) your advertisement in the
paper and would like to apply for the situation.
Yours truly,
Marian Smith.
Albany, N. Y.
May 1, 1923
To-New York Stock Exchange House
;
K 325 Times Downtown.
Hearing of a vacant position, I would like to
receive it. I have graduated the Albany High
School in Albany, N. Y. I didn't have any ex-
perience in this work but I will try my best to
perform it.
In case you are in doubt of anything, please
apply to Mr. A. D. Arnold, principal of the High
School.
Yours truly
Andrew McLaughlin
60
70
166 Sherman St.
Passaic N. J.
Apr. 30, 1923
^
Dear Sirs,
In answer to your advertisement which I saw in
the Passaic Daily Herald today, I am writing to
you in hope that I am qualified enough to meet
the requirements. I spent four years in the Pas-
saic High School.
I am nineteen years old and have seen two years
of business with, J. C. Clark and Co. from whom
I received a word of recommendation. I am a
Protestant and attend the First Presbyterian
Church. Hoping I will meet the requirements
Yours truly
Albert Johnson
36 Main St.
Patterson, N. Y.
May 2, 1922
Mr. Kellerson
70 Washington St.
Brooklyn
Dear Sir—
Upon reading your advertisement in the New
York Times' I think I can satisfy you of you will
give me the opportunity to try
I am eighteen years of age and have worked
after school hours in office of J. J. Holmes & Co.
as office assistant. Mr Holmes has given me
permission to reffer you to him. If you will allow
me to call I can give you proof of my quickness
and accuracy in figures.
Hoping for a favorable reply, I am
Yours truly
Gustave Holze.
1
i
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October 4, 1921
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Bulletin
Philadelphia, Pa,
Gentlemen
:
I am a stenographer of two years' experience,
and am looking for a position because my present
employer, an attorney, is retiring. You will find
inclosed a letter of recommendation from him.
I am a graduate of the Commercial High School,
can write 125 words a minute, and read my notes
easily. I am willing to go out of the city.
May I hope for an interview ?
Very truly yours,
Miriam C. Norton
Miss Miriam C. Norton
1318 North Twelfth Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
680 East 13th St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
August 1, 1922.
P 19, Herald-Republican,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dear Sir
:
In reply to your advertisement in yesterday's
paper for a boy over sixteen years old, who can
use a typewriter, I should like to submit my ap-
plication.
I am eighteen years of age, and have just com-
pleted a course in typewriting at Henager's Busi-
ness College. During the afternoons for the past
two months, I have been doing special work in
typewriting for several printing houses.
Should you wish references, you may write to
Mr. J. J. Brown, principal of the Business College,
or The F. W. Gardiner Printing Co. At present
I am at liberty in the morning and, if you care to
consider my application and give me a personal
interview, I shall be pleased to call upon you at
any time you may suggest.
Respectfully yours,
Paul Kennedy
85
1221 Clay Street,
San Francisco, California,
March 26, 1923.
Messrs. White, Harwood & Calkins,
1349 Market Street,
San Francisco, California.
Gentlemen
:
My friend John C. Henry employed by you in
your draughting department has told me of a new
position in your shops caused by the installation
of a Hartwell and Marsh No. 9 machine. I wish
to apply for the position.
While I was working in Lebanon, 111., in 1919-22,
in the employ of William Henry Granger and Son,
I ran a Hartwell and Marsh No. 8 machine al-
most exclusively and so became thoroughly fa-
miliar with the older model, which, I understand,
is not very different from the new No. 9. My
four years' training in the Cleveland (Ohio) Tech-
nical High School, where I completed in June,
1919, the prescribed general scientific course with
the supplemental half-time work in the Hopkins
Manufacturing Works of Cleveland, has given me
practical experience, in running and repairing
many machines similar to those manufactured
by the Hartwell and Marsh Company.
I am inclosing recommendations from Mr.
William Henry Granger, whose employ I left be-
cause of our family's moving here, and from ]\Ir.
Frank R. Carpenter, under whom I did most of
my machine shop work in the Cleveland Techni-
cal High School.
Very respectfully yours,
Edward D. Wilson.
[5]
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209 So. Waverly St.
Watertown, N. Y.
April 19, 1923.
Dear Brother
I am very sory that you are out of sea. I
what to if you fill good. If you go cosy harber
I hope. If you right a letter. My mother said,
"She wants to know if you fill good or noh.
I am your dear
brother Charles Bedda
209 So. Waverly St.
50
144 Grant Street
Albany, New York
April 19, 1922
Dear Joseph,
I am very happy on this beautiful farm. We
play tag, I spie, and all sorts of games. My
grandfather is very kind to us. We go down to
the pond and see the ducks swim. We chase after
the cows. I have a pretty pet it is a little pussy
cat. We play, little boy blue. We Play Bo peep
too. We sing songs while we play. Some times
we go to the apple orchard and we eat apples. We
have a grape vine by our self. We play with
grand mother. We read fairy tales to grand
mother. Sometimes grand mothere reads to us.
We have great fun.
Your friend
Kenneth Pay
30
112 State Street
Cedar Falls, Iowa
April 19, 1922
My dear cousin,
How are you getting along. How is your fam-
ily getting Our father has bought an Automobil.
Where are you working My mother has a baby
name Leo. He his one year old. How is Tony
is he getting better
Your cousin
Samuel Gribner
60
126 South Broadway
Albany, New York
April 19, 1922
Dear Sister,
You will have to excuse me for not writing to
you for the last few days. I have been away for
two days visiting Aunt Jennie.
She took me down the lake with her Thursday
and I had almost as much fun as you are having.
I only tipped the canoe over once and then it
was in shallow water so I didn't get a swim after
all. It seems mighty lonely to stay all alone in
our large house with only Delia. I received a
letter from mother yesterday and she said that
they were having a splendid time. I knew they
would have; didn't you? Aunt Florence has
invited me to come and stay with her over Sun-
day. I think that I have told you most of the
news.
I have been counting the days before you come
home. Please don't change your mind and stay
any longer.
Your sister
Bernice Benson.
40
158 Oak Street,
Columbus, Ohio
April 19, 1922
Dear Mother
We are having a lot of fun. We take baby
down and play with him. We go and buy every-
thing for him. He likes to play on the bed at
night. Baby likes to play with the balls we give
him I go to the druggist to buy medicine for
sister
Your loving Son
Bertie Pinerio
[6]
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Denver, Col.,
Dear Mother, ^pril 19, 1922
It seems such a long time since you went away
although it is only a few weeks. There is some-
thing missing in the atmosphere of the household
without you.
The baby is well. Little brother is in mischief
all the time but I guess we can manage him some
way.
A large package came for you by parcel post.
It looks very interesting on the outside. Shall
we open it ?
The wild flowers are all blooming up here. The
blood-root is so massed that the blooms alto-
gether look like a sheet of snow with yellow specs
here and there. The pansies are also in bloom and
they look like a little colony of people with their
cute little faces of different colors.
Please write again soon for your letters are such
a comfort. Every time the postman rings, we
all run to the like a tribe of wild Indians, hoping
that it will be a letter from you.
Give my love to all of the dear people down
there and come home soon.
All the children are crowding around sending
their love too. Lovingly yours
Susan Thompson
85
400 S. Los Robles Ave.
Pasadena, Cal.
February 1, 1923.
Dear Walter,
It used to be very much of a pleasure to write
to you, but since you have been taking that Eng-
lish course, and have learned just how, where,
when, and why to write letters somehow I am
afraid to, for I picture you as reading them with
somewhat of the air that an English lord might
look at a painting. So please let your literary
monocle dangle at the end of its silken cord, and
just be you, without any college frills or fancies.
Margaret and I were shopping yesterday. She
made a solemn vow that she would not go out
with me again because I tempted her to spend
money. Such slander ! I never tempted any-
body to do anything; not even so small a thing
as to "cut" a period at college. Did I?
Already the stores are getting out the left-overs
from last Christmas and putting them on bargain
tables. Such a mess of women (and a lot of
women around a bargain table are messy) buying
lorgnette chains, tacked on tissue paper ! I
think it is wicked to display them, for just imag-
ine the number of polite lies that will be told
concerning them! "It is just what I wanted"
when the truth is "The old brass thing, what did
she send me that ^or?"
I was hunting favors for my luncheon on Satur-
day. I would invite you, only I am afraid the
three old maids would swoop down on you like
hawks after a young chicken, so for your sake
you are only invited to come in the evening to
eat the last of the sandwiches and salad and
drink the warmed up coffee.
Your friend,
Lillian
80
10 Radford Street
Watertown, N. Y.
Dear Daddie, ^pr. 19. 1922
We cannot and do not appreciate a darling and
devoted father until he has been separated from
us even for the short space of two weeks. Let
me tell you, daddie, this home is dead without
you. How we miss hearing those jokes and
amusing stories at the dinner table every evening !
Even little Bert, says, "Mother, won't you tell
us some jokes since daddie isn't here? "We
haven't laughed at all to-night."
Of course we can easily endure all this when we
know this trip is so beneficial and helpful to you.
Is Mr. Jennings coming on with you upon your
return home ? I hope so. We enjoyed his com-
pany immensely during his last visit.
I suppose you would like your usual report of
my school work. Well, it isn't any better or
any worse. You remember, I spoke to you
about taking a Physics exam. To be sure the
inevitable came yesterday and I didn't find it so
difficult as I thought it would be. I know, dad,
if you were here you would say, "Calamity Jane."
We have all been well and brother and I have
kept our promise in seeing that mother is enjoying
herself and is not worrying over house and home.
Well, daddie, with a heart full or love, 1 remain,
Your little girl (if you will have it so)
Isabel Forbes
[7J
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Dear Sir : I write to say that it aint a square
deal Schools is I say they is I went to a school,
red / and gree green and brown aint it hito bit I
say he don't know his business not to-day nor
saterday and you know it and I want Jennie to
get me out.
Dear Uncle 12 Columbus
do you know April 10 1920
what we are Austin Texas
doing in school
We are doing
a letter to our friends / our Uncles are Ant and
other people are very glad to to school. We are
learning long divition now.
52 Columbus Ave.
Akron, Ohio
May 2, 1922
Dear John,
I am going to work when I am going to be big.
When I graduate No. 10 School I am going to
trade school to take up engineering. When I
know engineering very well I will apply to this
job. I am taking engineering because I will
get a sum of money each week and this will help
my father and mother. I must be very careful
when driving it.
Yours, truly
Morris
June 29, 1922
Dear Will
:
I am going to you that I cannot go to the party
tonight, because my father has just returned from
a trip, which to him three weeks.
I am awfully sorry I cannot attend, but you
understand how it is when you father has been
away for a long time. You like to tell things
that have happened, and you also realize how
you like to asked him every thing.
When you have you vacation I want you to
go camping with me along the River, I was camp-
ing last year, and I certainly enjoyed it.
I remain
John Jacobs
50
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Royal James Inn.
Norwalk, Conn.
March. 28. 1922
Dear De Witt,
I received your letter yeasterday and am very
glad to hear that you are getting such good re-
sults with your new wireless set. The sending
reckord seames rather freakish to me however
and I doubt if you can ever duplicate it. The
uesual range as you know is hardly ever more
than one hundred miles per K.W. with a decreas
of 25% over 4. K.W. Therefore you have cer-
tainly acheived quite unuesual feat in sending
three hundred miles with your 1. K.W.
I would advise you to look up your wave, and
see that it is not over 200 meters long. Other-
wise you may get "pinched" by the Fedrel
servise.
That E. W. A. report you sent me the other
day is certainly good reading. How often do
they get them out.
Dad gave em a 50,000 Cyl. rotary spark gap
for my birthday and it increased my range 30 %.
I shure do hope that you and Margret can visit
us for a while this summer. I feel as if I hadent
seen you for ten years.
Give my love to uncul George and the rest.
Your affectionate cousin
Laird
94 Lawrence Street,
New York, March 19, 1922
Dear Howard,
This summer I am going to a camp up in
Maine. I have been asked to go by an old friend
of mine.
This morning I received the particulars about
the camp from the camp-master. The expenses
are not very great and you can get a great deal
of fun out of the camp. It is to be open for two
months. There are many athletic appliances in
the camp as bats, balls, gloves, dumb-bells, clubs,
etc. There is also a baseball field and a gym-
nasium.
I am hoping that your mother will let you come
because it will be beneficial to you, giving you
much needed health and exercise. Hoping that
you and your family are feeling well, I remain,
Your affectionate friend
Mark Jacobs.
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Scranton, Penn.
June 29, 1922.
Dear Ken,
I received your letter saying that you intended
to go to Harvard this fall. I was greatly dis-
appointed because I had hoped that we could
both attend the same college and possibly room
together. But you know father went to Rugers
and he wants me to go there too ; in fact he had
made nearly all the arrangements last fall. There
is no possibility of my changing and I suppose
you are in a like fix, so we will have to make the
best of a bad situation. There is one comfort
however; in both colleges there are chapters of
my fathers fraternity and perhaps we may
both get bids from it.
We are going to Short Beach for this summer
and as it is only twenty miles from your home
you can come over for week ends. I hope we will
be able to spend most of this summer to gether
because it will probably be our last chance to be
together for a long time.
Your friend,
Ted.
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Palo Alto, Cal.,
January 30, 1923.
My darling Barbara, —
Last week I was just a commonplace person
living in a commonplace world, now I am a spirit
dwelling in a land of miracles and mystery. Why ?
I've seen The Bluebird — only it ought to be
The Blue Bird ! Just think, child, three hours
in the theatre can make you know all the wonders,
all the beautiful secrets of the universe ! So I
want you to see the play when it comes to Rich-
mond sometime this winter.
It is the story of two blessed children who set
off one night with Dog, Cat, Bread, Sugar, Fire,
and Water to find the Blue Bird of happiness.
And what wonderful adventures they have ! The
Land of the Past, the Land of the Future, and
all the other Lands that we've heard of always,
we see, and some are terrible and some are tender
but all are the most marvellously beautiful. The
resurrection morning in the cemetery, the poor
old grannies awakened to happiness by loving
thoughts, the unborn little souls, and Dog, dear
Dog— I shall never forget them, never ! Nor
shall I ever forget the scratchy Cat sneaking
around or funny old Bread or Sugar breaking off
his candy fingers for the children or the miserable
little Cold in the Head.
And in the end where do you suppose they found
the Blue Bird of Happiness? Right where our
heads always know but our hearts refuse to
blieve it is — at home ! And I am looking for
it myself— now !
Go to see the play, Bobs, and write me how
you feel.
Yours lovingly
Bess
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53 College Ave.,
Springfield, Mass.,
April 19, 1922.
Dear Genevieve,
As the summer vacation will soon be here, I
am writing now, to ask you whether or not you
will be able to accept cousin Grace's invitation
to spend a month or so with her after school
closes. Of course you are busy preparing for
you college examinations, but as mother has written
you the details of the trip, and since she has al-
ready consented to our going in July rather than
August, I feel that the matter is up to you.
Grace has already made arrangements to occupy
the same cottage on Lake Monomonack that she
had last summer, and to entertain a number of
younger people at different times. I am sure
that we will enjoy ourselves and I hope that you
will be as interested in going as I. There is not
much choice as to the route that we take when
we go because the railway through Springfield
and Gardner, Massachusetts, has been discon-
nected. I think that the best plan would be to
meet at Boston, so that you will not have to
make an unnecessary trip to New York.
Please answer as soon as you can, for I would
like to let Grace know of our plans.
Your loving sister,
Gertrude
[9J
A Scale for the Measurement
I went going on to the Dox Saturdaye dnd
day we the boys and I well going home and I well
going the boys, and I will going these read in
and they to night, and we or night. I well
going a ground shalt and I gone out I will going
.11 IT "11 1 il 1 *11 P xl
to shea shouse and 1 will shoe or the skill oi the
shea of night.
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The first time I went to a dentist it was to have
my teeth filled with silver, and when he told me
to open my mouth, I shivered so, I thought Id
faint. He then told me to spit out some of the
rotten part of the tooth which I did.
He then started to make the hole deeper so
that the silver would hold and he touched my
nerve. I jumped so high, I thought Id faint.
But I didn't. He then put some hot water on
the nerve, and told me to spit it out, and I did.
He then killed my nerve, and asked me if it
hurt I told him no because I didn't want him to
think I was a baby.
He then took some silver and other medicine,
and started to chop it together to make it in one
piece. He then put it in my tooth, and it did
hurt and this was the end of my experience with
the dentist.
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I intend to mak a snou man and make an fort
and fort snou ball at chidern and hau I whist ma
frant carolyn cole what were me I will going to
the mauiss on Saturday.
Georga will come went me.
at night I will going out went my mother to the
marce
I will mak the snou man and the fort in the
• l»il 1*1 T'll J.1 *
monmg and m the aitermoon 1 will go the mauies.
I whist there whest school on Saturday
20
Once upon a time when I was rideing on the
Mississippi river one morning as we were dressing
when the negers had a fire drill and the gong
sounded and we thought it was a real fire and
that was one of the exiciting times of my life.
30
As I have not been slept in an American bed in
Japan, I did not know how to slepp when I ar-
rived Seattle.
I looked at a bed with a feell of curiousety in my
mined I found two pillows on the bed.
I didn't think to get in the bed but instead of
that, I got on the bed and I had slept a night,
without putting on any mattrus, so I took cold.
The next day I went to the Japanese minister
to tell about it he laughted at me and explained
about the bed. I understood then the difference
*(li 1 *11 * il 1 IIjI
IS that we have pillows in the bed but here you
have put pillows on the bed.
60
It was on a warm August day about five in the
afternoon. Five boys and five girls decided that
they would take there lunch and go up to Bear
Hole, and back in the evening moon light.
Upon arriving at Bear Hole and the air being
so nice there, we decided to take a walk over to
the pond behind the hill before having supper.
One of the boys hid all of the lunches for safe
keeping. The rest of us going on to the pond.
On returning to the place that we were to have
supper we could not find our lunches. There
was a lively hunt but we could not find them.
Ben, the fellow who had charge of the lunches
could not be found. We called and called to
him but of no avail. Going around a clump of
bushes we found Ben and the table all set for
supper on the green grass.
There was a great deal of joking of the lost
lunches.
We started home about eight o'clock, crossing
the fields instead of going around the road, we
arrived home a>bout nine-thirty after having a
dandy evening sport.
40
One afternoon I was to go skating, and my
mother said no, and through disobedience I fell
in.
One cold day in December I wanted to go
skating in a little pond not far from our house.
I asked my mother but she said no, and I said
that some of the others girl were going and I
wanted to go to. I said the pond was frozen and
many of the girls were going, and there were
many more there, but she wouldn't give her con-
sent. I went any how and not long after I had
been skating I fell through and was nearly
drown when they took me out, I never went again.
When I got home my mother said it was good for
me and that taught me a good lesson, never to
disobey my mother again.
[10]
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Canoeing is exciting. I found it to be so on an
exceptionally windy day last summer. The waves
were three or four feet high. A friend of my
father had invited me to paddle out into the lake
with him. We had kneeled on the flooring of
the canoe and succeeded very well in maintaining
our balance.
At one moment the bow of the craft would be
lifted by huge roller and at the next the stern
would be elevated so that I, who was in the stern
seemed to be suspended over my companion. At
times a wave would bear us at a great speed,
when it caught us amidships.
I received an idea and communicated the thought
to my fellow paddler. In accordance he came
down to the stern and attempted to sit in front
of me. If this scheme had been successful the
bow would have been raised and the wind would
blow it and carry us along at a great speed. Un-
happily however he took a misstep. The canoe
capsized and we were precipitated into the water.
We were about a half a mile from shore which
we reached after a hard swim. We found a boat
and rowed home much the wiser for our experience.
A golden flood of sunlight streamed through
my window. Another day of wonder and delight
in Yellowstone Park. I dressed quickly and ran
down to the lobby of the Yellowstone Lake Hotel.
A servant unlocked the door for me and I found
myself on the broad veranda drinking in the
beauty of a new day. It was still early and I
had the Park to myself. A long stretch of road
lay invitingly to my left and conquering my fear
of "Park terrors," I took it. I walked slowly,
thinking deeply on the wonders of the Park.
"Old Faithful Inn" in all its quaint beauty was
occupying my mind when I heard a sound in some
bushes about ten feet in front of me. I glanced
up. A calm black bear halted in the middle of
the road and looked at me. I stood perfectly
still, frightened to much to move. The bear still
stood there. I recovered my senses turn and
fled in the opposite direction.
90
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One summer night two years ago I had one of
the most interesting experiences of my life. It
took place on the roof of our house and I was the
sole character concerned.
I had climbed up on the roof shortly after mid-
night, in order to observe some of the morning
stars, then brightly shining. I carried up my
precious telescope, a small glass of two inches
aperature, a dilapidated blanket, a pair of opera-
glasses, several star-maps and a home-made tele-
scope ^stand.
Wrapping myself in the blanket, I strapped the
telescope to the stand, placed the star-maps
close at hand and, taking the opera-glasses, I
commenced closely scanning the stary heavens.
Here shone the beautiful star Vega, of the
constellation Lyra. Farther to the west twinkled
the brilliant Capella Aurigae. Ursa Major was
rising in the north-east, I secured a clear cut,
telescopic view of the great Spiral Nebula of
Andromeda.
Suddenly, upon turning my opera-glasses to
the constellation Ursa Major, which was now
high in the heavens, I received the thrill of my
life. There blazed a brilliant filmy-tailed comet
!
Feverishly I siezed the telescope to confirm my
view. Surely there could be no mistake ! In
a flash I saw myself mentioned as a promising
astronomer — a comet given my name !
I observed the beautiful visitor until sunrise
put an end to my work. After breakfast my
brother rushed in with the morning paper and—
asked if I had seen the new comet there mentioned !
The courage of the panting fugitive was not
gone; she was game to the tip of her high-bred
ears ; but the fearful pace at which she had just
been going told on her. Her legs trembled, and
her heart beat like a trip-hammer. She slowed
her speed perforce, but still fled industriously up
the right bank of the stream. When she had gone
a couple of miles and the dogs were evidently
gaining again, she crossed the broad, deep brook,
climbed the steep left bank, and fled on in the
direction of the Mt. Marcy trail. The fording of
the river threw the hounds off for a time ; she
knew by their uncertain yelping, up and down
the opposite bank, that she had a little respite;
she used it, however, to push on until the baying
was faint in her ears, and then she dropped ex-
hausted upon the ground.
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How to Use the Scale for Order Letters
Distribute catalogues, pamphlets, magazines, news-
papers, and other advertising matter covering a wide
range of articles, such as groceries, books, furniture,
clothing, tools, garden seeds, and flowers, to pupils with
the request that they examine the advertisements care-
fully, select a bill of goods, and write an appropriate letter
ordering the same. Allow a time limit of only 30 minutes,
with no previous preparation. Compare each letter with
the letters on the scale and assign the appropriate score.
In making the comparison, pay no attention to handwrit-
ing, erasures, margins, spacings, and length of line.
How to Use the Scale for Letters of Application
Clip from newspapers "Help Wanted" advertisements.
Give an appropriate one to each pupil, requesting him
to assume that he is qualified for the position, and ask
him to write a letter applying for it. Allow a time limit
of only 30 minutes, with no previous preparation. Com-
pare each letter with the letters on the scale and assign
the appropriate score.
How to Use the Scale for Narrative Social Letters
There are two types of social letters, which may be
described as (1) narrative and (2) project, problematic,
or expository. The general narrative type is by far the
more common. It is usually written to a near friend or
relative, and consists, for the most part, of recent events
and experiences narrated in an intimate and personal
style. Have the pupils write such a letter, real or imag-
inary, as a class exercise. Make the assignment and give
the discussion one day in advance. Allow a time limit
of only 30 minutes for writing the letter. Make no cor-
rections. Judge each letter as above and assign the
proper score.
How to Use the Scale for Expository Social Letters
The second type of social letter, as the name suggests,
develops an idea or explains a topic or project and may
be argumentative, expository, narrative, descriptive, or
mi.xed in form. To secure letters of this type make the
following assignment one day in advance, discussing the
same as may be needed : " Write a letter explaining how
to do something at which you are fairly expert— for
example, making sponge cake, playing first base, repair-
ing a tire, etc. ; or it may be a letter attempting to con-
vince a friend that he should go to your chosen college
;
attempting to convince a classmate who has left school,
to return
;
stating why a certain girl should be invited
to join your club
;
telling a friend of the vocation you
expect to enter and why ; or trying to convince a friend
of your point of view." Have the letters written in a
class period under your supervision. Allow a time limit
of only 30 minutes. Compare each letter ^ith the let-
ters on the scale and assign the appropriate score.
How to Use the Scale for Simple Narration
Ask your pupils to write an account of one of the most .
interesting experiences they have ever had. Do not an-
nounce the subject in advance and make no advance prep-
aration. Do not allow pupils to rewrite or make revisions
except as they are made in the period assigned. Allow
a time limit of only 30 minutes. This method makes it
possible to test a pupil's ability to write his experiences.
Compare each composition with the compositions on the
scale and assign the proper score.
The Unit of Quality Used in These Scales
The unit of quality, in non-technical terms, is so chosen
that 10 units represent such a difference in quality be-
tween samples as was recognized by exactly 75 per cent
of the judges and not recognized by the other 25 per
cent. For example, on the order letter scale, sample 40
was judged by 75 per cent of the judges to be better than
sample 30. The difference between these samples is
consequently just 10 units. For general purposes, the
boldface values at the left of the scale are accurate enough,
although more exact values will be found in the book^
from which these scales are adapted.
Norms
Table I gives norms —-i.e., median ratings— of pupils
of Grades 4 to 12, obtained from about 50 cities. These
are taken from Table XIII in the Twenty-Second Year
Book of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part 1, "EngUsh Composition: Its Aims, Method, and
Measurement."
TABLE I
Grade Norms in English Composition
Grade ... 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Quality Rating 30 36 42 47 53 55 59 63 67
These norms were derived from ratings by the Hillegas
Scale but are applicable to the Lewis English Composi-
tion Scales.
1 E. E. Lewis, Scalesfor Measuring Special Typesof English Composition.
World Book Company, Yoakers-on-Hudson, New York.
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Formula
The tes'jirLi^ plan v/as 'basecl on the follov/in^
educational formula:
( IT - EI' - FT - C )3(1 1 1.1)
1 (IT - EFt - FT - C^)
2 J- 2 ^
(IT - EF - FT - C )3(1 2 1 3)
2 (IT - EF - FT - C
.
)
2 2 2 ^
An explanation of this formula and its terms
is necessary,
S is the subject or the group, 3^ in this
experiment will represent the control group; Sg
v/ill represent the experimental group.
IT is the initial test. IT v;ill designate
the Charters' Diagnostic Test; IT v/ill designate
the Cross English Test,
EF is the experimental force, or the teaching
methods iised in the experiment, EF^ v/ill he the
common teachiii^^ method used v/ith the control group;
EF will "be the major teaching technig[ues and
motivation used v/ith the experimental group.
FT is the final test, given at the end of the
semester ^s v/ork, FT^ v/ill, of course, "be the final
test of the Charters' Diagnostic Test; FT v/ill "be
the final test of the Cross English Test, or Form C,
C is the conclusion, C, will be the conclusion
1
»
1
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of the control group (S ) Charters^ test, v/ill "be
the conclusion of the control group (S^) Cross Test,
C will "be the concliision of the experimental group
(S ) Charters' test, C will he the conclusion of
2 4
the experimental group (S ) Cross Test,
A comparison of C and C will shov; the effect ive-
1 3
ness of the teaching methods and the pupil gains in the
Charters' tests,
A comparison of C and C will show the effective-
ness of the teaching methods and the pupil gains in the
Cross English test.
The results of these tests will then he compared
in the final product, or the actual letter test. The
Charters and the Cross Tests, or tests 1 and 2, were
to he used as a measuring rod for development in the
letter v/riting, v/hich is the final test.
The control group (S^) consisted of 36 memhers
throughout the first semester of the senior year of high
school work. The experimental group (S ) consisted of
34 memhers throughout the semester.
All of these pupils were enrolled in the Business
English 1 course of study and had completed at least six
semesters of high school English v/ork prior to this enroll-
ment. There were a few who had completed seven and eight
semesters of senior high English,
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The group chosen for the experimental v/ork appeared,
upon testing, to be lov/er in general intelligence rating,
and to be composed of a more heterogeneous group.
The median rating in the control group v/as B, whi^e
the median rating in the experimental group v/as betv/een
C and C
-f , Although the experimental group v/as smaller
by tv;o pupils, it had three pupils rating E and five
rating D, The control group had no pupil rating E, and
only tv/o rating D, Table II gives this rating in detail.
Seven nationalities v;ere represented in this gro\ip,
S Control Experimental
1 ^
'
American 31 American 19
Jev/ish 3 Jev/ish 5
ITorv/egian 1 Italian 2
English 1 English 2
G-erman 3
Irish 2
J.lalayan 1
The control grou.p did not have so many difficulties
to overcome becaiise of the language spoken in the home.
The age of the tv/o groups v/as of importance in the
testing and rating of the classes. Table I gives in
detail the age range as reported by the pupils at the
beginning of the semester.
The age median of the experimental group ( S ) v/as
2
17^ v/hile that of the control group (S ) v/as 17.
(
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Table I. Age FrecLueney, in Half Year Raiige
,
for Each Group of Pupils
:_: ^.LJ '-^ -.
A CO
o
1
^2
20?.- 1
.
20 2
19i 2
19 1 2
18t 4 2
18 8 7
2 5
17 10 11
16| 5 2
16 3 3
Median
Range
17
16 - 20^- 16 - 20
The youngest age reported in each class v/s.s 16,
The oldest age reported in the control group (S^) v/as
20^ and in the experimental group (S ) vjas 20, This
does not show a great difference in age.
The testing began during the second week of school,
just as soon as the classes v/ere fairly v/ell organized,
so that there would be very little chan,;^ing in the pupils'
schedules. The intelligence test v/as given first.
The Detroit Intelligence Test v/as given as a basis
for group classification and, using the pupil's individual
score and chronological age as a means of classification,
the results of Table II were found.
c1.
S9
Letter Hating Freq.uency
S
1
Freq.uency
A
B
6
13
8
4
3
2
4
3
10
6
3
5
3
C -|.
c
c -
D
E
Kedian B C - C
-f
The median score of the control group (S^)
was 108, v/hile that of the e>rperimental group (S )
v/as only 93. The scores in the group ranged from
55 to 155 and the scores in the group ranged from
29 to 143.5.
The experimental group (S^), v;hile smaller in
number than the control group had three pupils
rating E and five pupils rating D, The control group
(S_^) had no pupil rating as lov/ as E, and only tv/o
rating as lov/ as D. The median rating for the
group v/as B and the median rating for the group
v/as "betv/een C and C f. The group rates higher in
general intelligence.
The letter rating for the Detroit Intelligence
c
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test v/as deternined "by the test score and the
chronological age of the pupil. (The Hanual of
Directions for the Detroit Advanced Intelligence
Test contains this letter rating chart.)
In vievz of these facts, it seemed a.dvisalile
to choose the 3^ group for the experimental pur-
poses .
The Detroit Intelligence Test v/as given
during the second week of the school year - SeptemlDer
13, 1929. A score sheet shov/ing the record for
each of the tv/o classes v/ill "be found on the follov/ing
pages
.
Page 31 shov/s the individual record of each pupil
enrolled in the or control group. This record
includes the name, chronologica.1 age, test score,
'
letter rating of each pupil. It also gives the class
record v/ith the number for each letter rating, the
frecLuency of test scores (in ranges of 10), and the
percentages according to letter rating and age.
Page 32 shov/s the same type of record for the
pupils enrolled in the or experimental group,
&raph I, on page 33, pictures the percentages
according to the letter rating of the Intelligence Test.
G-raph II, on page 34, pictures the freq.uencies of the
scores, in ranges of 10,

Record Sheet
Detroit Intelligence
Tests
Published by the
PUBLIC SCHOOL PUBLISHING CO.
BLOOMINGTON, ILL.
Printed in U. S. A
DETROIT INTELLIGENCE TESTS
(PRIMARY, ALPHA and ADVANCED)
Instructions for filing out Record Sheet
(o) Individual Record
Use a separate record sheet for each grade (yearly or half-
yearly) and for each class.
First arrange the test papers according to the chronological
ages of the pupils (by half-years), grouping together, for ex-
ample, all 6-year olds, aU 614-year olds, etc.* Arrange the
groups from the youngest to the oldest. (If desired, the papers
within each group may be arranged according to letter ratings,
from the highest to the lowest—A, B, C-|-, C, etc.)
In COLUMN 1, record the name of each pupiL (The first line
is filled out with the scores of Joe Doe, as an illustration.)
In COLUMN 2, record his chronological age; in column 3,
his total score on the test; and in column 4, his letter rating.
All this information may be obtained from the front page of
the test booklet.
In column 5, record the totals of the various letter ratings
made by the pupils of each age. These totals should be recorded
opposite the name of the last pupil of the certain age group. In
the illustration, there are nine pupils of the age of 6. One pupil
(John Doe) has a letter rating of "A"; another pupil, a letter
rating of "B"; two pupils, a letter rating of "C-j-"; etc.
These totals should be recorded in column 5 after the name of
the ninth pupil (the last of the 6-year-olds group). Similarly,
record the totals for the other age groups.
Column 6 gives the total test scores by intervals of ten.
The highest possible score on the Advanced test is 287, on the
Alpha test, 269, and on the Primary test, 147. In column 7,
record the number of pupils of all ages making each of the in-
dicated scores. Get this information from column 3. For ex-
ample, if one pupU made a score between 50-59 on the Primary
test, a "1" would be placed opposite "50-59" in column 7, as
shown in the illustration.
Add the numbers entered in column 7 and enter the sum
after the word "Total."
The simplest way to find the median is to arrange the test
booklets in the order of the total score (irrespective of ages),
placing the booklet with the highest score on top. The median
is the score of the middle booklet—if the number of booklets is
odd. If it is even, the median is the average score of the middle
two papers. For example, if there are 35 papers, the median
'Consider as 6-year-olds, for example, all pupils who are six years of
age but less than 6 years, 6 months. Thus John Doe, who is 6 yean, 8
months, is considered a 6-year-old.
(6) Class Record
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score is that of the 18th pap6r. If there are 36 papers, the
median score is the average of the scores of the 18th and 19th
papers. The computed median m&y also be found by the statis-
tical method (See Eugg, H. 0., Statistical Method Applied to
Education, Pp. 110-114.)
In COLTTMN 8, record the totals of the letter ratings for the
class for each age. The totals for the "No." columns are found
in column 5. In the columns, insert the percentage each
letter-rating total is of the number of pupila at the given age.
In the illustration, one 6-year-old pupil has a letter rating of
A and " 1 " is recorded in the ' ' No. ' ' column under "A. " There
are a total of nine pupils in the six-year-olds group. The one
"A" rating is 1/9 (11%) of the total number of pupils in this
particular group, and "11" is therefore recorded in the "%"
column. Record totals and compute percentages for the other
age groups.*
In COLUMN 9, record the total number of pupiLs in each age-
group in the "No." column. In the "%" column, record the
per cent which this total is of the number of pupils in the entire
d<MS. In the illustration, there were 27 pupils in the class. Of
this number, 9 are in the 6-year-olds group. In other words,
9/27 (33%%) of the pupils of the class are 6-year-olds and
therefore "33" is recorded in the "%" column.
Also record totals at bottom of column 8. Add the figures
in each "No." column to show the number of pupils of all ages
in the entire class making each of the letter ratings. The " %"
total is the per cent which the total in each "No." column is of
the total number of pupils in the class. For example, if three
pupils in the class made a letter rating of "A," and the total
number of pupils in the class is 27, place "3" as the total for
the "No." column under "A" and "11" as the total for the
"%" column (3/27 equals 11%).
To the Superintendent
The superintendent may use the record sheet to combine the
scores of all his schools. A record sheet could be used for each
grade (yearly or half-yearly) and in the spaces for the "In-
dividual Record," the superintendent could record the scores
of each class of the various schools of the particular grade. The
"Class Record" would show the scores of all classes of all schools
of the particular grade.
Nation-Wide Medians'
(Based upon 95,564 scores)
October-November, 1927
Primary Test
Grade Median
2 44
3 67
4 89
Alpha Test
Grade
5
6
7
8
9
Median
88
115
133
154
168
Advanced Test
Grade Median
10
11
12
College
^84
93
105
116
127
^To avoid confusion, record the totals for number of pupils in the upper
half of the "No." squares, and record the percentages in the lower half of the
'%" squares, as shown in the illustration.
'A complete report of our nation-wide survey, showing percentiles, letter
ratmgs for each grade, etc., will be gladly furnished free, upon request.
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Tests
PUBI
DETROIT INTELL
(PRIMARY, ALPHA
Instrtictions for filling
(a) Individw
Use a separate record sheet fo
yearly) and for each class.
First arrange the test papers i
ages of the pupils (by half-years
ample, all 6-year olds, aU 6i/^-y
groups from the youngest to the o
within each group may be arrang
from the highest to the lowest—^
In COLUMN 1, record the name
is filled out with the scores of Joe
In COLUMN 2, record his chrc
his total score on the test; and h
All this information may be obtj
the test booklet.
In COLUMN 5, record the totali
made by the pupils of each age. 1
opposite the name of the last pupi
the illustration, there are nine pup
(John Doe) has a letter rating of
rating of "B"; two pupils, a 1
These totals should be recorded ii
the ninth pupil (the last of the 6
record the totals for the other age
(5) Class
Column 6 gives the total tes
The highest possible score on the
Alpha test, 269, and on the PriK
record the number of pupils of al
dicated scores. Get this informal
ample, if one pupil made a score 1
test, a would be placed opp(
shown in the illustration.
Record Sheet
Detroit Intelligence
Test
PnbHahsd by th*
PUBLIC SCHOOL POBUSHIMO CO.
Bioomington, TiHnHg
-Form of Test..
^
(Prli]j{d7, Alpha or Advanced)
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r CLASS RECORD
-(8)-
Total ot letter ratings by age groopa
AOS
A B c+ C C— D E Total
No.
_% No. % No.
2
% No. % No. % No. % No. % No.
9
%
6 1 11
1
11 22
3
33
1
11
1
11 33
6
and
below
7
V/i
8
6V2
9
10
10V4
11
11
'/a
13
12»/i
IS
13 V4
14
14 Vj
-
16
IS'/j
16
/
a
/
16
'/a
1
I /
J
17
s /I 31.^
17^4
1 1
/
18
and
oyer I J 1 3 37.7
Total
V- lO L J la- J 34
-(9)-
(Over)
score iis that of the 18tli paper. If there are 36 papers, the
median score is the average of the scores of the ISth and 18th
papers. The computed median may also be found by the statis-
tical method (See Rugg, H. O., Statistical Method Applied to
Education, Pp. 110-114.)
In COLUMN 8, record the totals of the letter ratings for the
class for each age. The totals for the "No." columns are found
in column 5. In the columns, insert the percentage each
letter-rating total is of the number of pupil* at the given age.
In the illustration, one 6-year-old pupil has a letter rating of
A and " 1 " is recorded in the * * No. ' ' column under " A, " There
are a total of nine pupils in the six-year-olds group. The one
"A" rating is 1/9 (11%) of the total number of pupils in this
particular group, and "11" is therefore recorded in the "%"
column. Record totals and compute percentages for the other
age groups.'
In COLUMN 9, record the total number of pupils in each age-
group in the "No." column. In the "%" column, record the
per cent which this total is of the number of pupils in the entire
doss. In the illustration, there were 27 pupils in the class. Of
this number, 9 are in the G-year-olds group. In other words,
9/27 (33V^%) of tJie pupils of the class are 6-year-olds and
therefore "33" is recorded in the "%" column.
Also record totals at bottom of column 8. Add the figures
in each "No." column to show the number of pupils of all ages
in the entire class making each of the letter ratings. The "%"
total is the per cent which the total in each "No." column is of
the total nimiber of pupils in the class. For example, if three
pupils in the class made a letter rating of "A," and the total
number of pupils in the class is 27, place "3" as the total for
the "No." column under "A" and "11" as the total for the
"%" column (3/27 equals 11%).
To the Superintendent
The superintendent may use the record sheet to combine the
scores of all his schools. A record sheet could be used for each
grade (yearly or half-yearly) and in the spaces for the "In-
dividual Record," the superintendent could record the scores
of each class of the various schools of the particular grade. The
"Class Record" would show the scores of all classes of all schools
of the particular grade.
Primary Test
Grade Median
2 44
3 67
4 89
Nation-Wide Medians'
(Based upon 95,564 scores)
October-November, 1927
Alpha Test
Grade
5
6
7
8
9
Median
88
115
1.33
154
168
Advanced Test
Grade
9
10
11
12
College
Median
84
93
105
116
127
1 t/^°^^»'^ confusion, record the totals for nunaber of pupils in the upper
uJ},, sq'iares, and record the percentages in the lower half of the% squares, as shown in the illustration.
»A complete report of our nation-wide survey, showing percentiles, letter
ratmgs for each grade, etc., will be gladly furnished free, upon request.
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The Detroit Intelligence test v/as follov/ed by a
letter v/ritin<,^ test in v/hich the pupils v/rote an
order letter for three English texts that v;ere to be
used, during the course of study. These letters \vere
v/ritten during the regular class period v/ithout any
previous instruction, and v/ere later scored according
to the Lev/is Composition Scale of letter Writiiig.
Table III gives the results of this test.
Table III. Frequency of Scores in Lev/is
Composition Scale for Letter Writing,
Test 1, for S and S^
1
S core Freguency
75
75
72
70
68
65
65
62
60
58
55
54
50
48
45
40
2
2
1
1
6
1
5
8
1
5
1
6
1
1
4
1
5
1
4
1
"edian
Range
60
48 - 75 40
62
- 75
The experimental group S tested lov/er than the
r( »
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control group S . Its ran^e was 40 to 75 and the S
1 1
range v;as 48 to 75,
It mtist 'be remem'bered, hov/ever, that the letter
rating is more indefinite than the score of the tests.
The letters were checked and recheclced, hov/ever, "before
final rating was given.
I T
IT for S and S was the Charters' Dio.gnostic
1 1 2
language Test, Miscellaneous A, Form 1.
Ta"ble IV points out the scores and the frequencies
of this test.
Tahle IV. Frequency of Scores in
IT for the groups and S
1 a ^ 1 2
1(
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The results of Table IV are interesting "becaiise
they show that the control group (S^) scores ranged
from 13 to 36, with a very definite break betv/een the
scores of 33 and 36, while the experimental group (S^)
ranged from 7 to 37 v/ith a rather uniform distribution
of freguencies. The median score for was 25,5 and
for S it was 24,5. The highest possible score was
2
40 points.
The Cross English Test, Form. A, v/as given as the
next part of this first testing in the experimental
plan. This test represents IT of our formula.
Table V makes a comparison of and scores
and frequencies. The highest possible score on the
IT was 187 points,
2
c
1 o
TalDle V, Frequency of Scores in the Cross
English Test, Form A — ITg
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The results of this test were rather interesting
to note ,beccAise the experimental group (S^) rated
"both higher and lov/er than the control group (S-l).
The ra,nge of scores for the experimental group
was 75 to 158; the range of scores for the control
group was 88 to 148,
The experimental group ranged 12 points lower
and 10 points higher than the control group. It
also covered a range of 82 points while the control
group covered a range of 60 points.
The freq.uency of errors on the sections of the
test is listed in Table VI.
The possible score on an individiml test is
listed below, opposite the heading for the section
of the test.
Spelling 32
Pr nunc iat ion 32
G-roup A (Sentence
Recognition) 10
G-roup B 6
Group C a
Group D 6
Group E 10
Punctuation 30
Verb Forms 15
Pronoun Forms 12
Idiomatic Expression 10
Faulty Expressions
(Miscellaneous) 15
187
r
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Table VI. Distribution of Errors in
IT - Cross English Test, Form A
Section of Test ITumber of Errors
CI
o S
1 2
Spelling
Pronunciation ART
G-roup A Sentence
Recognit ion 45 54
Group B 63 56
Groiip C 107 104
Group D 53 52
Group E 117 124
Pimctuat ion 546 542
Verb Forms
Pronoun Forms 161 160
Idiomatic Expressions 74 76
Ivliscellaneous Faulty
Expressions 269 246
Total Errors 2207 2187
Average for the
incliYidual pupil 61.30 63.70
A study of Table VI shov/s that there is a great nee
for improvement in punctuation and pronunciation. The
other errors seen to be about the same in proportion.
The experimental group (3 ) has a greater number of
errors than the control group (S^), the average number o
errors being 63,80 and 61.30 respectively.
mr
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Remedial work
The members of each group v/ere greatly interested
in the results of these tests, individually and as a
class
,
The time for remedial work v;as at hand, and as a
means of motivation for sri.ch procediu'e, we discussed,
in the experimenta.l group (S ), the various tests, made
a list of the errors, and compared individual records
and scores v/ith the class record and score. This
proved very interesting to the pupils, and gave them
more or less of a standard or goal toward v/hioh to
strive
,
After listing the errors made in the tests, we
spent some time making corrections and gettiiog in
mind a general plan of the entire situation, A scheme
v/as devised whereby the errors made by individuals, in
either v/ritten or oral form, v/ere to be reported and
recorded by a secretary,
A card for this purpose v;as filed at the teacher's
desk where the stu.dent could check daily or weekly his
errors and attempt to reduce those errors during the
day following, or during the next v/ec]:, Tliis little
game was very effective and the cards were in constant
use.
The control group (S ) test )a-oers were returned
1
to the cl;-.ss for individual information, but the pupil

<l-2
v/o-s not motivated "by means of the tect resiilts. Ifo
class discussion v/as carried on concerning the types
of errors, methods of improvement, etc. This class
did not use the card for checking errors, as did the
S„ group.
The form of the co,rd used in the experimental
gTOV.j} VIB.S as follows:
Hame .... Glass , . , ,
Y/eek of term
_
1 2 5 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 . . . .19
Grammar
Spelling
Co,pitalizat ion
Punctuation
Sentence Structure
Pronunc iat i on
Vert Errors
Pronoun Errors
TechJiical ma,rgin,
endors ement , et c
,
This card v/as ruled into sauares so that the errors
might be recorded for each v/eel..
The card was used only in the S group.
2
1I
(
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Each lesson of the S cl-ass v/as thoroughly
2
motivated in one v/ay or another. The pupils Y/ere
given aims, procedure, and achievement standards
for each unit. They knev/ v;hat v/as expected.
The first step in the teaching of letter v/riting
v/as the letter form and arrangement.
In the S group v/e discussed letter form as
1
something technical, V/e studied the essentials of
a, letter, such as heading, inside address, salutation,
"body, complimentary close, and signature. V/e con-
sidered each part in its correct position on the page.
This "became a matter of memory Y/ork only.
In the S group we began v/ith a unit of appreciation.
2
There are many v/ays in \7hich v/e may teach aesthetics
or appreciation in the study of letter v/i'itiiog.
The essential point to "be impressed upon the mind
of the pupil is that a letter is essentially a picture
in a frame. In other words, it mu.st he neatly arranged
on the page, well centered, and v/ith a uniform margin.
The v/hite space serves as the frame for the pictiire,
or the letter.
A number of letters v/ere exhibited so that the
pupils could very quickly see v/hich examples v/ere most
pleasing to the eye. Class discussion of these letters
follov/ed. The pupil v/as instilled v/ith a desire to
I
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attain the point of perfection in his letter place-
ment and arrangement. He v/anted his v/ork to "be a
masterpiece on the page.
In the vomiting of his letters in a neat and or-
derly manner, hov/ever, the pupil needs to "be taught
an economical use of time in such preparation. He
is to utilize every minute of his time and not v/aste
it in placing and replacing the parts of the letter
for correct position. He must respond quickly and
accurately.
The factors of arrangement, position, uniformity,
(in both set-up of form and pujnctuat ion, ) length or
size, harmony, unity, etc., are all fs^ctors of beauty.
They are a.lso factors of aesthetics in letter v/riting.
With a lesson of appreciation as a backgro-ujid,
our ne^rt duty v/3.s to follov; this up very closely v/ith
definite drill v/ork in letter mechanics.
The letter test had served as a means of motivation
because vie very c[uickly learned just v/hat our errors
v/ere, and v;hat v/e needed to observe in future writing.
The correct form and arrangement in a letter v/as given
to the pupil so that he would have a definite pattern
for his v;ork.
Individual drill v/as given on the various parts
of the letter in which the pupils were confused. A list
of exercises vw,s given for practice work, and the pupil
cr
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sought to have the major portion of the forms correct
^hP. ^Jj^J^. t ime
.
These supplementary^ exercises v/ere corrected in
class so that the pupil could make his oyw. corrections
and ask cLucstions concerning aiay part of the v/ork aLout
which he v/as in dou'bt.
After drilling on the various parts of the letter,
v/e then put them together and formed the complete letter.
This drill procedure continued throughout the entire
semester, for the pupil v/as v.Titing letters and needed
to knov/ the correct letter form. This is one part of
the work, I believe ,v/hich should he carried to a mastery
level, for it is essential that everyone, no matter v/hat
his vocation, know how to v/rite a letter.
The drill was necessary to "bring this part of our
work to completion. The class had "been thoroughly
motivated "by means of letter criticism, individual and
group, and attention had "been focalized upon the beauty
of arrangement and position. By continuous practice
in letter v/riting, we secured the necessary repetition
in vnriting the correct forms, and our supplementary
material had given us emphasis on the points in which
we needed instruction. By checking the exercises in
class, we v/ere able to determine the accurate response
to our problem. The time betv/een repetitions was
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lengthened during the semester, o.s our use of letter
form continued periodically. Our drill v/as emphasized
in relation to the life needs of the child in his v/ork
in letter v/riting. In this v/ork, vie met all of the
steps of drill procedure.
The group studied supplementary exercises in
letter vomiting and arrangement, "but did not necessarily
cover those parts of the work in which the individual
pupil needed training.
After learning the mechanical structure of the
letter, the question of punctuation was of great
importance.
The group studied the uses of the comma, period,
q^uestion mark, C[uotation marks, etc., and attempted to
punctuate the letter according to mle.
The S group studied marks of punctuation as a
2
means of making coLirnxUni cat ions more clearly understood.
The pupil used marks of punctxiation as "based upon the
meaning of the sentence, and not upon the grammatical
structure of the sentence. This necessitated a thorough
consideration of the subject matter and its interpretation.
If the reader desired only a pause in his reading, then
the pupil v/ould use only a part ial stop. If he com-
pleted his thought, then he needed a full stop. The
class classified the marks of punctuation into full and
partial stops and thus made much easier the use of the
I1
Ci
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various marks. As full stops he listed the period,
Question mark, exclamation mark. As partial stops
he listed the colon, semicolon, period, ( in the order
of the degree of stop), q.uotations, parentheses, hyphen,
dash, etc.
The pupil v/as , in this v/ay, enabled to see the
value of marks of punctuation and to use such marks
only v/hen he had a definite reason for doing so.
Extensive use v;as made of the nev/spaper in this
v/ork. Articles v;ere considered for meaning, punctuation,
spelling, use of new v/ords, sentence structure, and
paragraphing,
A list of fifty or more leading house organs of
the country furnished valua"hle material for this v/ork.
This study v/as particularly "beneficial in the improve-
ment of our vocabularies, and in the study of correct
spelling. Lists were made of new, unusual, descriptive,
coined, and motion v/ords.
In connection with the Cross English test in spell-
ing and pronunciation, I learned that very fev/ of the
pupils knew how to pronounce a word after they had looked
it up in the dictionary. The diacritical marks meant
nothing to them. Isn't it rather an alarming situation
v/hen our high school seniors are unable to sound a word
correctly when they have it marked for them? Freq.uently
the child could pronounce the word correctly, but if he
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v/ere given the v/ord v/ith tv/o different pronunciations
marked, he could not make the correct choice. His
choice v/as only a guess.
Our first aim was to learn hov; to pronou.nce the
v/ords correctly and then the correct spelling would
be a much more simple task. The S^^ group learned
the spelling, then the pronunciation; the group
learned the correct pronunciation and then the correct
spelling,
A need for supplementary reading material dealing
with "business arose in our class v/ork. This proved
to be a worthwhile project for our experimental group.
The class, with the guidance and assistance of the
teacher, compiled a list of fifty or more house organs,
such as the Red Barrel, Number Eight, The N. B. C
. ,
Iviiaytag
Hev/s
,
Hoovergrams, Over- the- C oiint er , The Rustcraft
Rustler, Indtistrial Fire Chief, Tick Talk, The Optimist,
The Royal Standard, and raan^'- others.
After compiling this list, members of the Sg class
v/rotc to the firms and asked for copier; of the house
organs. The pupils liad first lep.rned by investigation
which '.-'CTe the free public'^/bionr; and v/hich v;ere subscription
booklets. They v/rote to the firms havir.:; the free booklets.
These letters of inciuiry and order were answered by the
firms, r,n(i tlie pupils' projects were thus completed.
D
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They had seen the need, of the material, had
{gathered information from their ov.ii experiences
and from additional sources, had classified the
material for use, and finally had done the piece
of v;ork in the wri'oins for and the receipt of the
house organs.
The receipt of the house organs 'brought need
for a letter of thanks and appreciation from the
class.
Before "being mailed, each letter was carefully
edited "by a committee appointed hy the class. Oar
req.uirement v/as that all letters v/ere to "be ma,ilaTDle.
V/e v/ere continually v/atching for errors in spelling,
punctuation, grammar, and sentence structure.
The group, during this time, v/as studying
text "booik: material relative to correct v/ord choice,
sentence correctness, and sentence emphs-sis. The
exercises used by this class v/ere taken from lists
in the text "book and in supplementary English texts.
The Sg group vi/as receiving practical experience
in the v/riting of mailable letters and in the handling
of correspondence. Each child v/as keeping a careful
check on the errors made in his v/ritten or oral v/ork.
Second Testing
The classes had been in session for ten v/eeks
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and vie thoi3^h.t this the logical time at which to
do om' second testing, in order to see hovi much
our \7ork had improved.
These tests v/ere ^iven during the week of
Hovemlier 7, 1929.
The S pupils looked forward to the tests
2
and asked nearly every day v/hen we would take our
second series of tests. This interest did not
decrease v/hen the test had "been taken, but remained
dominant until all papers v/ere corrected and the
scores reported.
Some of this enthusiasm v/as carried over into
the control r^roup. The pupils talked together ahout
the tests, the scores of the tv/o classes, and the
scores of the individuals, I am sure that my own
enthusiasm carried over into the control group, also.
In taking the second series of the Cross English
Test, Form B, we realized that we had not covered in
our daily work all of the material over v;hich we were
to "be tested. This was impossible because of the v/ide
range of material and the definite req.uireraents of the
course. Too, our experimental group had been handicapped
in its work because of a nujnber of school assemblies
which were held during our regular class period. The
control group missed only one regular class because of
this.
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There are only two forms for the Charters
Miscellaneous Test, so I useci. a set of exercises
as a means of checkin^g on the incLividual for a
second testing, A copy of this exercise nay "be
found on pa.^e tv/enty-tv/o (22). The second series
of the Charters' test is to serve as the final
test
.
A comparison of the resu.lts of this test with
the results of the first test of Charters would not
be fair, perhaps, because this test has not been
definitely measured as to value. However, the
sentences were of the same type as those in the
Charters' test.
The results for Table YII are for general
information, and not to be considered as a means
of comparison. I shall not list the errors as
to freq.uoncy, hov/ever.
Cc?.ton University
3J.v:o! Gf EducatUHfJ
Library
4
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Table VII. Frequency of Scores in
test comparable to Charters
Diagnostic Language Test
Score Frequency
S
J. 2
39 1
38 3
37 2
36 3 5
35 4 3
34 2 1
33 1
32 3 1
31 4 2
30 2 4
29 3 1
28 1 3
27 2
26 1
25 2
24 2
23
22 3
21 1
20 1
19 1
lo 2
17
16
15 2
14
13
12 1
11
10
9 1
Median 30 31
Range 12-36 9-39
Our experimental group again shows the greater range
of scores - from 9 to 39, or 30 points; the control group
^ -I
from 12 to 36, or 24 points. The medians, hov/ever,
show no great difference since 3 is 30 and S is 31,
1 2
Form B of the Cross Test v/as given follov/ing
the Charters comparative test, Tatle VIII gives
the scores and freq.uencies of the tv7o groups.
Table VIII, Freq-aency of Scores on
Cross, Form B, English Test
Freq.uency
O ^ -.'» /-\o core
± ^2
1
1 AT 2
1 AOJLDU 1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
±'±0 1
J.4r 1
T Af^ 2
1 A'X 2
I/O 1
±<tu 1 1
2
138 3
137 2
135 1
134 1
133 1
132 1 1
131 1 1
129 1
128 1
127 1 1
126 1 1
125 1 2
124 1
123 1
122 2 2
121 1
120 1 1
119 1
118
•
1 2
117 2 1
r
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( Continued)
Table VIII. Freauenoy of Scores on
Cross, Form B, English Test
The medians for this test are soraev/hat higher,
hein^ 132 in and 127 in S^. S had a ran^je of
60 points, and S of 75 points.
2
A comparison of forms A and B of the Cross Test
shows that the median score vras raised from 128 to
132 in the control group (3^), and from 122 to 127
in the experimental group (Sg). The gains in median
were 4 and 5 respectively. Tahle IX shov/s this in full
Table d:. Comparison of high, low, and
median scores in Cross A and B tests
ocore Form A Form B
S
Highest
Lowest
I.Iedian
148
88
128
156
76
160
100
132
164
89
127
#
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The control group gained IE points on its
highest score and the same number of points on its
lov/est score.
The experimental group Sg gained 6 points on
its highest score and 13 on its lov/est score.
Five people in the experimental group Sg lov/ered
their score instead of raising it. Seven people in
the control group 3^ lov/ered their scores. In other
words , the experimental group had more people re-
taining their original scores, v/hile the control group
had more people v/ho lov/ered their scores.
At the time this test v/as "being taken, the ex-
perimental group v/as interrupted v/ith the announcement
that a pep assembly would be held during the follov/ing
period. This, unfortunately, disturbed the pupils and
caused some unrest because they realized that the period
v/as to be shortened and that they v/ould have less time
for the test. Regardless of this handicap, they made
greater improvement than did the control grotip.
The tot.xl number of errors in the Form B of the
Cross English Test, is given in Table X, on page 5G,
r\
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Talble Z, Distribution of Errors in
Cross English Test, Form B,
Section of Test Number of Errors
S S
1 2
Spelling 195 143
Pronunc iat ion 510 423
Group A Sentence
Recognition 34 39
G-roup B 22 27
Grotip C oy 1 1 AXXD
G-roup D 5
'
Group E bo V o
Punctuat ion 448 488
Verb Forms 140 131
Pronoun Forms 128 147
Idiomatic Expressions 65 83
Miscellaneous Faulty 212 190
Expressions
Total Errors 1988 1939
Averai^e for the indivicLual
pupil 55.22 57.02
AverajC^e ^ain for pupil 6.08 6.68
In order to determine correctly the amount of gain
or loss during this time, a comparison of the tabulations
of Tables VI and X is necessary, and this is given in
Table XI.
r
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Ta'ble XI. Comparison of Ta"bles VI & X -
Cross English Test - Forms A and B -
v/ith their points of gain and loss.
Section of Test Loss-^ Gain
^2
Loss Gain
Spelling 34 73
Pronunciat ion 57 18
Group A 11 15
Group B 41 29
Group C 18 10
Group D 4 2
Group E 29 26
Punctuation 98 66
Verb Forms 50^ 25
Pronoun Forms 33 13
Idiomatic Expressions 1 9 17
Miscellaneous Faulty
Expressions 57 41
Total
Total Net Gain
Average Net Gain per
111 330
219
pupil 6.08
54 281
227
6.68-
The control grouT) (S ) made a greater loss (lll)and a
1
grea-tirgain (330) in errors, but the net gain v/as 8 points
less than the experimental group gain.
The experimental group (S ) had abotit half as many
2
points of loss (54), even though the total gain (281) v/as
not as great. Their net gain was 227 as compared v/ith
219 of the control group.
(
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These tv/o tests upon which our promotion v/as to "be
determined prepared the way for the letter v/riting test.
Our second letter v/as one of Inquivj, This letter
v/as to "be vrt*itten to a typev/riter company and v/as an
inoLuiry concerning that particular make of machine, its
price, terms of payment, trade value, and some technical
q_uestions concerning the operation of the machine. This
test v/as given, with no previous instruction, to hoth
groups
,
Table XII reports the results of this test.
Tahle XII. Frequency of Scores in Lev/is
Composition Scale for Letter Writiu^, Test 2.
Score Frequency
S S
1 2
80 4
78 2 4
75 7 10
73 6 2
70 11 5
68 1
65 4
60 1 4
55 2 2
50 1 3
45 1
Median 70 75
45-78 50-80
The median score in tlie experimental group vvas 5
points higher than in the control group. S^ gained 10
points, v/ith a median of 70. S gained 13 points v/ith

a median of 75, S had a ran^^e of 33 Doints; S had a
l 2
ran^e of 30 points.
The resiiltn of the three tests shov/ that the S
2
or experimental group has made more progress, in each
of the tests, than ha-s the or control group, V.hile
the median gain may not "be represented "by a high number
of points, yet the individual gain is a material one.
Remedial v/ork
Our remedial work after the second testing v/as
continued in practically the same manner as before,
with special emphasis on those points in v/hich the
puDils v/ere v/eak, S made a close check on its v/ork
2
by means of the score card.
The time devoted to remedial work after the second
testing was over a period of time which ivas very irregular
because of Thanksgiving holiday, two days' vacation during
State Teachers' Convention, a sixteen day vacation during
the Christmas holidays, and a shortened time for the com-
pletion of the v/ork at the close of the semester. Two
v/eeks' time v/as scheduled for v/ork after the beginning of
the nev/ year, but this time v/as really cut in half v/hen
our morning and afternoon classes met on alternate days
only. The afternoons of these two weeks v/ere used for
lecture study v/ork for the teachers of the city system.
Because of this irregularity, I am sure that we
c
60
did not accoraplish as much as vie v/ould have accomplished
otherwise. The pupils were restless after an extended
vacation, and the irregularity of their work after that
time did not permit them to progress as we v/ould have
desired. However, the final tests v/ere given during
the v/eelc of January 13, 1930, and the results are given
in the following tables.
The first test of the final series, or FTj^, v/as the
Charters^ Diagnostic Test, Form 2.
Tahle XIII shov/s the report on the final test of
the Charters series, with the scores and freciuencies
,
Table XIII, Freq.uency of Scores in
FT,
r
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The median score in group S was 32, and the
1
median score in was 34, This may not appear to
"be a great improvement, yet the gain in each case is
important. First, gained an average of 4.19
points per pupil; gained an average of 7.03 per
pupil. This gain was very significant.
A comparison of the errors made in the two
tests is given in Tatle XIV.
In the majority of cases, the errors have decreased
in each sentence. It was rather surprising to note the
increase in errors in Sentence 1, v/hich was the very
common expression of "He looks sick." The errors
in the use of adverbial forms decreased.
Table XIV is given on page 62.
I
....
c
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Table XIV, Comparison of IT and FT for
G-roups S and 1
IT
Sentence ITura'ber
IT.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
Errors
Gain C
JiYera^e
3
5
7
19
25
27
26
4
10
7
13
7
2
17
13
27
13
5
3
29
17
16
5
7
11
4
7
4
12
36
18
7
26
15
8
17
14
18
1
1
11
10
21
22
25
14
4
15
9
9
13
4
19
16
24
14
8
7
26
14
16
9
2
10
5
9
3
1
12
34
20
8
24
16
16
13
12
14
2
16
2
5
15
23
20
21
3
5
6
8
4
2
17
3
14
6
4
7
28
12
5
5
3
15
2
3
1
8
30
3
2
10
3
13
7
10
1 -
505
151
4,19
512 354
239
7.03

63
C - 4.19 points avera-^e gain,
1
'
C„ z 7,03 points average gain.
It v/ould seem evident that our S group v/as
2
much more effective in this particular testing.
FT or the Cross Test, Form C, was the second
2
test to "be given in the final series.
TalDle XV lists the scores and frequencies of
this final test.
r
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Freq^ueney of Scores in FTg
Cross English Test, Form C
Score Frequency
h ^2
163 1
161 1
157 1 1
156 1 1
153 1
152 1
loU 2
145 1 4
144 1
143 1
14 £i 1
T VI T141 1 1
139 1 1
138 2
136 2
134 1 2
13/) 1 1
132 2
131 2 1
130 1 1
129 1
128 1
127 1
126 2 1
125 1
124 1
123 1 1
122 2 1
TOT121 1 1
120 1 1
T T119 2
T T n118 1 1
T T 17117 1
T T116 1 1
1
114 1
IIU 1
J^yJ if 1
106 1
105 1
100 2
Median 130.5 131.5
100 - 163 106 - 161
r
65
S ranged from 100 to 163, or 63 Doints; ranged
1 ^ 2
from 106 to 161, or 55 points. Again, there seems to
"be very little difference in the medians S m 130,5;
1
S =131.5.
2
The average individual gain is the point of interest
in this test. The num'bers are just reversed to shov; the
points gained, s 4,6 9 and Sg -9,64.
A study of the errors in this final test v/ill reveal
what points still need to he stressed, Tahle XVI gives
the test.
Table XVI, Distribution of Errors in FTr>
Cross English Test, Form C
ITuraher o f Errors
Section of Test
^1 S
2
Spelling 178 162
Pronunciation 369 364
G-roup A 47 39
G-roup B 43 37
G-rotip C 64 66
G-roup D 54 51
Grou.p E 113 100
Punctu.at ion 548 463
Verh Forms 119 109
Pronoun Forms 170 157
Idiomatic Expressions 113 102
Miscellaneous Faulty
Expressions 220 209
Total Errors 2038 1859
Average for the pupil 56,61 54,67
The total errors are much greater in than in S -
1 2
2038 and 1859 respectively. The average number of errors
for the individual is 56.61 in S_ and 54,67 in S ,
1 2
if
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In order to interpret this information correctly,
hov/ever, it is essential that vie compare the IT^ and.
FT , In Tahle XVII the loss and gain on each section
2
of the test, for each ;^jroup, is listed so that vie may
see the improvement made in the classes.
Ta"ble XVII, Comparison of IT and FT for
G-roups S.. and S according 2to the 2
points gained'^and lost
,
S S
Section of Test 1 2
Loss Gain Loss Gain
Spelling 51 54
Prominc iat ion 84 87
G-roup A 2 15
G-ro-ap B 20 19
Group C 43 38
Group D 1 1
Group E 4 24
Punctuation 2 79
Verh Forms 29 3
Pronoun Forms 9 3
Idiomatic Expressions 39 26
Miscellaneous Faulty 49 37
Expressions
Totals 82 251 29 357
ITet Gain 169 328
Average Gain per pupil 4.69 9.64
This ta"ble shdv/s the gain and loss on the test
sections, v/hile Table XVI shov/s the errors on each section.
The average gain per pupil is 4,69 and 9,64 respectively,
C - 4,69 and C, = 9,64, These conclusions show a great
2 ' 4
difference
.
r« «
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A comparison of C and C
,
and C and C
,
have
shown to us that EF v/as more effective than EFn
,
Our final test pertains to the actual letter
writing, which should "be improved in like manner,
since our initial steps or training material for
writing has improved.
The third letter test v/as to "be taken "by means
of a letter of application, \7e had answered advertise-
ments in our daily papers and had chosen our employees
on the "basis of the letters written. Our class in
the experimental v/ork was an organized class and had
its regular corp of workers for the project. The
control group v/as not organized, hut v/as conducted as
a regular class, v/ith the teacher as the leader, Sg
was conducted with a pupil leader or officer.
Improvement in the materio.l covered in the Cross
and Charters tests v/as to serve as an aid in our
letter v/riting. The improvement of the letter v/as
our ultimate goal.
Tahle XVIII, Frequency of Scores in the Lewis
Composition Scale for Letter V/riting,
Test 3
Score
85
80
78
75
73
70
65
60^
ITedian
Frequency
1 2
1
4 9
8
7 8
10
12 6
2 1
1 1
73 ' 78
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S gained I'o points in median and S gained 16
1 2
points in median. This means an average gain per
ptiril of 11,88 points and 14,67 points, S !ias "been
2
more effective ny approxinj/fcely 3 points in our letter
v/rit ing.
We find in Table XIX the high and lov; scores of
the first and third tests in the letter v/rit ing,
Tahle XIX. Comp-.ricon of T.-hles III
and }rVIII of the letter v/rit ing test,
Score Test 1
S
1
S
2
High Score 75 75
Low Score 48 40
Median Score 60 73
The gain in high scores in the control group S]_
was from 75 to 80, or a gain of 5 points, and in the
low scores from 48 to 60, or 12 points. Our median
gain v/as from 50 to 73, or 13 points median gain.
In the experimental group S our high score v/as
increased from 75 to 85, or a gain of 10 points; our
lov/ score increased from 40 to 60, or a gain of 20
points. Our median gain v/as from 62 to 78, or a
median of 16 points.
Our three tests in letter v/riting have shov/n a
greater gain with the experimental group S than v/ith
I
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the control group S_^,
In order to consider the individual scores,
gains, and losses, Tables XX and XXI shov/ the entire
report for S and S respectively.12
Tahles XXII and XXIII give a summary of the
errors on IT and FT the in!k; checks reT)resent ing11 - ^
IT^ and the red checks representing FT-j^,
Tahles XXIV and XXV give the report on the three
Cross Tests. The violet ink figures represent IT and
2
the red figures represent FT .
These tahles are given on pages 70, 71, 72, 73, 74,
and7 5
•
rc
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e XX. Siimiuary of Incliv}^(feiG©4(D CA-Rf) Scores , v/ith semester gain or lossin Group SI
Name of Teacher .l.r Chart erS — Date S
2.Grosa
3.Lev/is.
Ane
—_——__ ntig,
—
&
>- T j.^
>
(
s s
Bartlow f ^-
^ Albert c s /a. a-
•
i
(
^-
Bennett -^n
—
3o
Arthur
2.
o
•7 -?
• Braden
3 Felix
/A
—
;
^ /
/o
70 —
1
!—
_
^
Bowman
. Clarice //jr 3 Hi STOf /^^7 7
< 73 <?
Butler 1
5, Pearls
—
^
c?/ -
< 7''' <?w
Calhoun 35 /
fi Maxine //r e /
//. — 1
Carson ?3 . -i . \
7 'j\/illiam 7i 3 // ? /o
Conley
8. Margaret
H d3 or 36
//7 s > 3
-
t
a -
r<>
1
-
-
*r
_ —
Davis
9. Juanita
-^II ^
3/O b 3
/.3 /y / / i
i
Evans
10. Abbie
_ :
33 3/
f TVf
7'f
Francisco
—
3s -
11. Wilma ?
n ( 2£
GaT antine So
• 1
/•^
12. Cecelia /<* c / L
Galantine
13. Christine rj c y/r //^ 7
« 70 •
Geil
14. Gladys
^
^1
/±a 7 /(^
\—
< P3 ?^
<^
—
Hicks
15. Dorothy
.
—
Jf
'1
* £
J i— ?'>
James
16. Wilma
^
t
—
3
9 3 c+ > V <^^^^
7c /J
Johnson
17. Elma
31
A
70 /e>
Lazarus
'W Harry
_ ^ ^
^1 At
/a/ cIt / / 6
McDonald
Ben <0
f
4
31
7 //^9
1
/O
/»
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McTJeiley
Frances JJL5 1 /
,
u
^
1- t f
Maple
Maxine
1
7
/J 3 /3S-
1
1
r
/ii- nJ 7^
Mattausch 1
Marearet/-2 s /¥7 i /Si
1 34 1 /o
Miller ' 3/ ! 7
Gertrude'^^^? 7
n\ ZA. /
Millingtoii
Wllma 7 /A 7 /3a r S
j
-
:li
Moronev V
Helen i / //^ 1
/:L
Ekntz
'
/J — iv
Harold /// J/
9
V
7.5 I i3—
^ ^ 2X 1
—
Vo
TCatheri^ (:7 r /J/
— ? /?
7
//J /A
'! ?c
Shipway
Vernon
1
/ (
-
c
1. /o c /Jl
J4- V /o
55"huler 3
frertrud'^^'^ / /3f 7
ir 7J,
Walton
Ruth
,
1-]
7//^ / / /:is-
73 13
Webley
Harold i ?^ i- / ; //^ 'AO !
/
Westerraan
'
1 33
1
X-
Ruth /03 a f / 9
i
'3
Winick
Anna
,
:
! ZJr 33 3X 7
/3/
7o
Wood i
Catheri
-
> ¥
(2
\
1
/AX
71
zJl i
-^i^—
-
Woodmansee
Martijip^-^'
31
—V
1
1
//y /// /AJ 7
J' >u. J A
1
^
1
fc.
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RECORD CARD
Ta'ble XXI. Sumnayy of Individual Scores, with semester gain or loss
Name of Teacher }^.-^.....^.p. Subject
. Date Semester Ended School
1 . Chn rt ers
S«CroDB
^ 3.Lev7is
^'^^ fP o a h F T (
t- a. vt
2 Abel, Lillian /3¥ /¥(. A3
J'J' 76 /7
^ /
3 Barsetti, Lawrenc
1
1
7 /jr 7
\
1 -
1
*-/-
7^ 9J
1
U/
4 Bayle, Salus J A / fX 3 7Jo 9
1- i
5. Block, Rose
i— |//
V -
?
^? //<« //J- 1 /
/7/
;?/ r
<
—
f
6. Blondi, Ruth 7 7 >
4
-7r
?
7. Bowman, Pay / e
1— \ 7^ \
8 Carlson, Velda
^ ^
? /ii
<
33 37 ?
—
9. Carris, ?/ilma
6
/ 7
!
./
^/ 3c 7
—
10. dayman, Abe /// f¥S- /33
-3
—
1
^/ ( //
11. Clayton, Henry ?r /'AO y ^
JiC- r
12. Co an, Wanda A
/n
SO 3'
13. Colby, Margaret 7 / /a
il\
—
i
>
... -
1
^7
14. Davi s , France s * //<.
/r\ 4 (
7
i
15. Denburger, Mary S9.6- / /3i^
1
—
r
L 33 //
16. Duffy, Rose c
-4/I
• 3C /o
17. Feige, Alice Q / L / < m
'
: ^ 1
?% Feige, Ella 77.1 i
:
— M- S'o
19- Fish, Genevieve
/(.\
//;
^'
! =^ 7
i
^^7
JL
1
/
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.
—
-r
- - , • -
—
,1
1
n
. U
Grooms
Mae
3C
/As
Cs
/¥C
7f /J
Harlan
\
Marie 1
3^ Si
y?^.
/so /So
-
-/-^ fa PC
Hayner
Virginia
3S //
Z
2^
//
C
Katzenbarg p-p Jit 31?
Rowena /¥(.
Co 7^ <Fo Jo
Kneller
Cliarlo'tt e /^y 9
70
McClure
Marian
- y?-
61
/3f /3
70 7<r
Meyrat
Msr*eii eri.
Ramsey
Charles
XI 30 Bo
- //k /JL3 r
7^ Zi /s
fit1
///
2£70 • 33
Rice
Lena
3S- 33 /c
9 3 7
: ; 1 Co Z£ J.3
Roberts 3
/x6 /3 /V/ 7
\ \
/o
Rowe 3C 3
/^^
u /o
Rowen
J '
.Am JL £-i <J u
V
- ^ /:ij
/3
:
Stevens SS'
/rC
Y
// /
70
Sullivan
W1 111 nm
1—1 r-
1
_ //o /A
J
Winner
1 JUx uujr
/7
36 /X.
//JT
—•70 7^ Jo
,- ' f
^Liimmer-Lx
vv ixnict
3C 3f
AT/ /so r
^ 7^ : 7^ <r^
---- C
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TalDle XZII. RECORD CARD
Sunnary of Charters Dia£;nostic Tests, Individual Errors, S
of Teacher....?.9J^^-?.P.-^. Subject Date Semester Ended ..School
i--
ITamej
-^ar
„^Ben
4.
6.
8.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
tlow , lM*be ft~
nett, Arthur
Braden, Felix
_
'bowman > Clarice
Butler, Pearl
Calhoun, Maxine__
"^Carson, William
Conley, Margaret
Davis, Juanita
Svans, AhlDie
Francisco, Wiliiia
Galantine, Cecelia[j^
Galantine, Christjine
Geil, Gladys
Hicks, Dorothy_
James, Wilma
Johnson, Slma
Laza ru 3 , H ar ry
McDonald, Ben
McNeiley, Frances
^Maple, Maxine _^
Mattausch, Margar
Miller, Gertrude
Mil ling ton, Wilma'^
Eoroney, Helen
Plantz, Harold
Reeves, Katherine
Shannon, Billie
Shipway, Vernon
Shuler, Gertrude
Walton, Ruth
iVehley, Harold
Westerman, Ruth
V/inick, Anna
V/ood, Catherine
Woodraansee, Martiti
uhartersl Misoel
1
kneous
Fcj)rms / cl^
Sentence ITuinlDers
1^ "
^ ^
1^ fc-
D 7 /.? 7
16.
17.
.^fl-?/ .2;.-2P j^i»3': 3xJS 3s-3LH3^ S?^^
^ «- ^ —
^1
/7
?
II
4\3
IX
7
/J
Jo
IT.
7
/?
*4-
3^ •- - -
-J
XD
Al
i-t-
IS
»5 .t]t4>-^j->5 .
19.
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_ , T ^ wTTT o ^ Charters^ Tests , Individual Errors, Sr>Table X.TIII S-ommary of RECORD CARD 2
Experimental G-roup
Name of Teacher _ Subject „ Date Semester Ended School
1
Chart 3 rs Misc L.l ann
Names !
F Drms / 1 -
Sent ence numbers
-2, i f f /£> 'I
Abel, Lillian < I/' I' *- i
3 Bareetti, Laivre
Bayle, Salus
A(JPe1 y *^
k V
<^ S3
*^
*- <-
^
Block, Rose ir-K- *• K
^
Biondi, Ruth
Bov/man, Fay
#^ *^ *-
t.
^
K-
>--
'
<^ *^ ^9
If *^ b
V V >
»• 1^
Carlson, Velda
.4 »—
5^ Carr is , Y/ilma
i 7 /
Claynan, Abe
4^Clayton, Henry
g Coan, V/anda
1
' Colby, Margare-t
1
«^
r"
-
*
L
17
*^
f
7
\r- If AtDavis, l''rances -1
—
K'
1—
1
„ Dennurger, Ilarj
w »^
«»-'
r $-
Duffy, Rose 1 *-1^ f * »— V •k< - >- V *^ // ?Feig^, Alice
Fei^u, Ella_
1
^* J; i oil J VjTv^XXO V -L c V c
\
1
•
• ^' y *^
\^ IZ
-t ^• *
G-rooms, llae > 1
?
Q Harlan, Marie
^ Hayner, Virgin:. L s*^' *^ k" 1 - V- 1 . •s
Katzenbarger , 11^« 7 7
/sr.
Kneller, C. y 1^
He Clure, Mariaij
• *^ >^ // <-
Meyrat
,
Liargu. e :
'
-4t e
*^
Ramsey, Charles;
^^^^ K ^' 1^ \^
Rice, Lena I
-T *^ «- 1^ J-- » I'' ' »^ *^ J - hi
-
>
" ' Roberts, Kathr;^
^2 Rov/e, LaVere ]
Rov.ren, Elizabe-;
fr
1 -2
1
•J-
1^
<^ 1^ I*"
^
-
Stevens, Evelyil
Sullivan, Y/ill:.
V/inner, Liboy v
/
am 1^
*^ U - 1 *^ *-
»<
1^ i--
—
ir 2?-
1 *^
V
• k • f ^ *
f ZlmmerTl , WllTmc r 2-
14. i 1
7V y /s- V It /I > .r L -
15.
'} ; ? 9 // 7 4 \ ^ A. 13
- 1
J. . . .
IN) A VtV^!
16^ 1
* 1:
1
17.
19.
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TalDle XZIV. Summary of Cross Tests, Individual Errors,
Control GrouTj RECORD CARD
Name of Teacher Subject.. .Date Semester Ended ; School..
2.
Bart low, Al'bert
Bennett , Arthur
"Rran e.v
, FrI i y
BoY/man, Clarice
Butler, Pearl
Calhoun
.
IXq.ylrie
Cars on
,
V/illiani|
C onley
,
I.Iargareffc
Davis . Juanita
J-
J-
Evans, Ahhie
Fra,ncisco, ^"
Q-alant ine
,
ilma,
Cecelia
G-alant ine
G-eil, G-ladys
Hicks. Dorothy
Christine'
9.
10.
James, V/ilma
Johnson, Elma
Lazarus
.
Harry
11.
12.
13.
I.IcDonald, Ben
I.rclTeiley, Francjes
1'te.ple, Ilaxine
Mattausch, Ilargpiret
Miller, Gertrude
Millington, Wilma
llorohey, HeTeh i
"
Plant z, Harold
Reeves
, Katheriine
14.
15.
"ShiahhoTT, jBillie^
Shipway, Vernon,
Shuler, Gertrudle
Vialton~TrutTi f
V/ehley, Harold
V/esterman, Ruth
V/inlcX, Arma
V/ood, Catherine
V/o dmans e e
,
Ivfeirp in
16..
17.
19.
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Ta"ble ]CvV. Summary of Cr );3
Experimental Group
' Indiv.
RECORD CARD
Name of Teacher Subject .Date Semester Ended School..
2. I
A E C
a.
1^
2
J=L
5.
10.
X
12.
13.
\-
14.
J h
15.
Abel, Lillian
Bars ett i , Lav/renjce
Bay! £,^.S-alus_
Block, Rose
Biondi, Ruth
BQvnnan.»„JFi
Carlson, Velda
Carris, V/ilma
illayma».,__A.M.
fr
^•1
-
.'5
'Jt/o
II
Clayton, Henry
Coan, V/anda
ColTiy, I.Iarj?aret
V /
—
V 7?
13, a?
7
X.
s-z. tg s-j
3
7? 3 3.
Davis, Frances
3 Denburger, llary
Duffy, Ros e
7^
Feiije, Alice
9. Feige, Ella
- ^ j Fish. G-enevieve
'74
'J-lf 2--
Grooms, I.Iae
Harlan, Ilarie
Hayner, Virginig
Kat z enbarvger , R
Kneller, Charlotte ^^^^
fa.
3-
lie C lur e , liar ian
Heyrat
,
lIarguer"^Te"
Ramsey, Charles
Rice, Lena
Roberts, Katnryiji
Rov;e, LaVere
Rov/en, Elizabetlji
S t eYens
,
iJvelyn
Sullivan, Y/illi^m
Winner
,
Libby
"Zimmerl.i, wilma
-/ -4
1
3 '3 7s-
f^s ^'^i
'^7
"^-^
'^t
? \
3/ ^i/
-a.
1
r4 V
— ^L.
'li.
-I '1 51'
'YJ
7 ~-
S^¥ SC
\
'9 3r.
''fx
f..
—
•3y
S9
'5-
Xx
4/
^73
'II
7^
'.'^^ ^'^^
98 '^fs^iT/
1L
^3
/V7 S3 /96
4^/
f3
/>/
JlS.
fO
^7
73
tl
.Sir.
TO
1f<
7?
3r
J-3
"73
cs-
:
*7
3o
67
7/
i 2
V6
If
_22
-'9
.?2
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Vlhile it is evident that out class as a v/hole has
improved, and that the class improvement has "been greater
"by one method of teaching (^^2^ than by another (EF^), yet
v/e have our individuals to consider and to determine if
they have improved to as great an extent as desired.
The follov/ing 46 pupils have "been paired, on the
"basis of age, the Detroit Intelligence Test score, and
the Intelligence Test classification.
Table XXVI gives the entire rating for the groups
and Sg in the Detroit Intelligence Test,
Table XXVII lists the pairs v/ith the points of gain
made in each test during the semester.
Table XXVIII lists the pairs v/ith the scores for
the three .tests of each group of tests. This v/ill shov;
that some of our pupils have nade no gain, but have lost
R number of points in each test during the semester.
This is true especially of some of those v/ho rated high
in the first tests in the experimental group. They
belong in the higher I.Q, group, Nervousness on the
part of the pupil individually was partially the cause
of this.
These tables are on pages 77 to 81 inclusive.
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TABLE XXVI. Classification of Individuals in
Detroit Intelligence Test
Oroups and S
Control S1 Experimental
Age Age Score
A
Johnson, Elma
Evans, Al3"bie
Bennett , Arthur
Miller, G-ertrude
Shannon, Billie
Mat taus ch
,
Margar e
t
B
Davis , Juanita
Wo dmans e e , Mart in
Carson, V/illiam
G-eil, Gladys
Calhoun, Maxine
C onl ey , Margaret
Bowman, Clarice
V/alton, Ruth
Map el, I.^xine
Plant z, Ho.rold
Franc is c o , V/ilma
Shuler, G-ertrude
Moroney, Helen
C f
Bart lev/, Albert
G-alantine, Cecelia
V/e s t erman , Ruth
Lazarus
,
Harry
Butler, Pearle
V/ebley, Harold
Millington, V/ilma
Jo.mes , V/ilma
Reeves , Katherine
V/inick, Anna
G-alantine, Christine
McDonald, Ben
C-
V/ood, Catherine
Shipway, Vernon
Braden, Feliz
D
McHeiley, Frances
Hicks, Dorothy
16
17
17
16
17
18|
18
IH
18
16*
17
16*
16i
18
17
18
18i
155
154
140
140
131
129
124
123
123
120
118
117
115
114
113
111
112
109
108
18 106
17 104
16 103
17| 101
17 99.5
19* 96
18 95
17 93
17 86
18* 85
18 83
20* 82
18* 75
195 73
19 70
18 57
17 55
Harlan, Marie 17* 143.5
Coan, V/anda 18 140
Stevens, Evelyn 16 137
G-roons , Mae 16 135
B
Zimmerli, Wilma 17* 124
Roberts, Kathryn X7| 123
Fish, G-enevieve 16^ 119
C t
Ahel, Lillian 17 107
Carris , V/ilma 16 106
Hayner, Virginia 18* 103
McClure, Mo.rian 17 100
Rowe, LaVere 17 100
Clayton, Henry 20 98
Meyrat
,
Miarguer it e 17* 98,5
Carlson, Velda 16i 96
Clayman, Abe 17 94,5
Rice, Lena 17 93
C
V/inner, Libby 17 92
Katzenbarger , R. 18 91
Biondi, Ruth 17 86
Duffy, Rose 17 86
Colby, Miargaret 18* 78
Feige, Ella 17 77.2
C -
Median Score 108.5
Feige, Alice 18 76
Ramsey, Charles 18 76
Sullivan, V/illiam 19 70.5
D
Rov/e]?L, Elizabeth 17 65.5
DaviL; , Frances 18 65
Bov/man, Fay 19 61
D enburger , Liar
y
18 59.5
Block, Rose 17 59
E
17*Kiieller, Charlotte 50
Bay le, Salus 20 43
Barsetti, Lav/rence 18 29
Median Score 92.5
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Table ]{X:VII. Comparison of gains and losses between paired
pupils from Control S and Experimental S groups.
1 2
Paired Pupils
G-roup Charters Cross Lev/is
A
Bennett , Arthur S 1 2 13 7
Coan, V/anda S 2 2 19 20
Miller, Gertrude S 1 7 9 1
Harlan, Marie S 2 5
Shannon, Billie S 1 7 9 22
Stevens, Evelyn S 2 4 -1 — 10
Mattausch, Llargaret S 1 2 -11 - 10
G-roons, llae S 2 3 9 13
B
Davis, Juanita S 1 3 13 13
Z immer1 i , V/ilma s 2 -8 — 5
Carson, V/illiam s 1 5 10 -3
Roberts, Kathryn s 2 3 -7 — 10
Conley, Lliargaret s 1 2 5
Fish, Genevieve s 2 2 1 18
c t
Bartlov/, Albert s 1 5 2 5
Abel, Lillian s 2 3 12 17
Galantine, Cecelia SI 15 A 13
Carris, V/ilma s 2 6 13 15
V/esterman, Ruth s 1 2 9 13
Hayner, Virrjinia s 2 11 -11 6
Lazarus
,
Harry s 1 -2 21 20
McClure , },Iar ian s 2 6 13 8
Butler, Pearle s 1 6 -4 13
Rov/e, LaVere s 2 3 10
V/ebley, Harold o 1 3 5 10
Clayton, Henry s 2 11 13 8
Mi11 ing1 n , 17iIma s 1 3 21
Meyrat
,
Ilarguerite S 2 9 8 10
James , V/ilma s 1 3 24 15
dayman, Abe s 2 7 22

Reeves , Katherine S 1
Biondi, Ruth S 2
Winick, Anna S 1
I>affy, Rose S 2
Galantine, Christ ineSl
Colby, Ilargaret S 2
C -
Y/'ood, Catherine S 1
Feige, Alice S 2
Shipv/ay, Yernon S 1
Ramsey, Charles S 2
Braden, Felix S 1
Sullivan, William S 2
3)
McNeiley, Frances S 1
Denburger, Mary S 2
Hicks, Dorothy
Block, Rose
S 1
S 2
c
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Table XXVIII. Summary of Tests for paired, pupils
Charters Cross Lev/is
aroup A
Bennett , Arthur
Pfrnn WRTIfla
30
33
32
37
32
35
140
142
150
161
153
161
73
65
75
75
80
85
Miller, Gertrude
TToljlan. Ilarie
23
37
31
38
30
37
129
150
127
159
138
150
72
75
70
80
73
80
onannon, x)i±xxo
Stevens, Evelyn
21
35
28
38
28
39
113
157
122
161
122
156
48
70
55
80
70
80
Max oaus on , x.icix 5<j.x c u
Grooms, Mae
33
33
3r
36
35
36
147
137
149
145
136
146
65
65
75
80
75
78
Group B
Davis , Juanita
Zimmerli, V/ilma
32
36
36
36
35
38
143
158
1.^1
154
156
150
60
75
75
75
73
80
Carson, V/illiam
Roberts, Kathryn
23
35
27
38
20
38
116
148
119
142
126
141
73
70
73
80
70
80
Fish, Genevieve 36
34 35
38
142
156
143
164
143
157
75
62
78
70
80
80
Group C +
Bartlov/, Albert
Abel, Lilli::.ii
23
34
22
35
28
38
103
134
122
148
105
146
73
58
75
75
GO
75
Galantine, Cecelia
Carris , V/ilraa
20
33
35
37
35
39
132
139
137
140
138
152
62
60
75
75
75
75
V/esterman, Kuth
Hayner, Vir:jinia
33
24
32
36
35
35
137
138
138
132
146
127
52
72
75
70
75
78
Lazarus
,
Harry
TTc C 1-ii.r e , T.ferr ian
21
29
21
31
19
35
95
126
114
131
116
139
50
70
70
75
70
78
Butler, Pearle
PiOY/e, LaVerc
29
35
25
36
35
38
137
146
132
152
133
146
60
70
78
78
73
80
17eb1ey , liar o1 cL
^ Xilj U Uli 1 iluiiX J
24
23
30
28
27
34
115
107
Tin117
120
120 55
O rj
50 65
nj
Millin^ijton, V/ilma
Meyrat
,
liarguer it e
36
21
36
30
36
30
127
115
147
118
130
123
54
60
75
75
75
78
James , V/ilma
Clay man, Abe
33
27
34
30
36
34
110
111
124
145
134
133
55
75
70
70
70
75
r
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G-roxip C
Reeves , Katherine
Biondi, Ruth
Winick, Anna
Mffy, Rose
G-alant ine
,
Christ ine
Colby, Llargaret
G-roup C -
V/ood, Catherine
Feige, Alice
Shipv/ay, Vernon
Ramsey, Charles
Braden, Felix
Sullivan, V/illiam
G-roup D
MclTeiley, Frances
Denburgor
,
llary
Hides
,
Dorothy
Block, Rose
Charters
22 27 32
21 28 35
25 33 32
22 29 33
18 20 28
22 30 33
Gross
127 135 JL<iJ J.
107 127 VP?.U Cj Cj
127 126 131
124 129 132
125 118 118
107 126 126
Lev/is
62 70
68 75 1 o
60 65 70
55 73 78
50 70 70
60 75 75
25 26 29
26 35 36
15 12 14
20 21 28
13 22 17
13 18 18
127 139 122
114 122 134
88 106 100
88 125 117
97 100 100
97 98 110
50 65 73
63 75 80
50 55 60
45 70 78
58 45 70
40 50 60
20 21 25 123 121 124 63 65 65
25 32 32 123 134 131 50 55 70
18 19 24 105 120 114 65 70 70
17 15 26 114 110 115 45 60 70
In this pairing, the control pupil is listed first
and the experimental pupil is listed second.
e
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RESULTS
Charters Tests IT^^ and FT^
14 pairs rated higher in the experimental group, S
;
2
7 additional pairs rated with not more than 3 or 4 points
difference hetv/een the experimental S and the control S,
2 ^
group, although v/ith the control group rating higher.
Cross Tests IT„ and FT
^ 2
15 pairs rated higher in the experimental group, Sg,
The greatest difference in gain v/as shovm in the pairing
of Wood-Feige, G-roup C- , where the former lost 5 points and
the latter gained 20, making a difference of 25 points, 1
additional pair rated practically the same.
Lev/is Letter Scale
12 pairs made a greater gain in the experimental
group, Sg, There v/ere, in addition, 5 pairs in v/hich the
difference in gain hetv/een the experimental group S^ and
the control group S^ v/as from 2 to 5 points only, in favor
of the control group. The pair shov/ing the greatest
difference is that of Shipwaj'^-Ramsey
,
G-roup C- , where the
latter has a gain of 23 points more than the former. This
is the greatest gain shovm in the experimental group.
Summary of the Pairing
Control Sj Experimental S^
2 pr, rated higher in 3 tests 5 pr, rated higher in 3 test
6 pr, rated higher in 2 tests 10 pr, rated higher in 2 test
8 pr, rated higher in 1 test 6 pr. rated hi^^her in 1 test
2 pt, rated the same 2 pr. rated the same
5 pr. made no gain in any test.
23 pr, 23 pr.
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CONCLUSIOIT
This experiment in testing and teaching has given
evidence of the value of diagnostic testing and remedial
work as a means of improving our letter v/riting,
V/hile the facts presented do not shov/, as a median,
a great n-uunber of points difference, yet they are definite
enough to lead us to "believe that the improvement is greater
in the group having the experimental work. The class gain
v/as greater, and a greater number of points was gained
individually.
The median of each of the three tests is greater with
the experimental group (S ) than with the control grotip (S,).
The number of points difference is more clearly seen in the
Cross (T ) and Charters (T,) reports,
2 1
The Charters (T^) tests show an average individual gain
of 4.19 points in the control group (S^), and 7,03 points in
the experimental group (Sg)*
The Cross Test (T ) shows an average individual gain
of 4,69 points in the control group (S^) and 9,64 points in
the experimental group (S ),
The letter v/riting test gained 13 points average in
the control group and 16 points in the experimental group.
y/hile the pairing of the pupils shows a greater gain
in each of these tests, it does not shov; the gain made "by
the pupils classified as E in the Detroit Intelligence Test
Scale. These people made gains v/hich "brought them on a par
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or higher than come of the pupils classified in class
D in the control group. This shov;s the individual
gain, even though not paired.
In G-roup A, 3 of the 4 pairs shov/ the experimental
Group as having made the greatest gain.
In G-roup B, 2 of the 3 pairs shov/ the greatest gain
in the experimental group.
In G-roup C +, 2 of the 8 pairs shov/ a greater gain
in the experimental group, and 3 additional pairs shov/
the letter test gain as being practically the same.
In Group C , 1 of the 3 pairs shov/s a greater gain
in all three tests, and the other tv/o pairs shov/ a greater
gain in tv/o tests, hut not in the letter test, in Sg.
In G-ro\ip C - , 2 of the 3 pairs shov/ the experimental
group as hp-ving made the best record in improvement, and
the third pair is superior in the Charters (T-j^) and Cross
(Tg) tests, but not in the letter test.
In G-roup D, the tv/o pairs shov/ a much greater improve-
ment in letter va'iting in the experimental group.
The above report gives us definite information con-
• cerning the relative value of the tv/o teaching methods.
Basing our judgment on these facts presented, v:e
may say that the experiment shov/s the value of the major
teaching techniques. There is a decided difference in tlie
renults attained by the tv/o teaching procedures. The class
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g ain and the individual gain are greater in the class
that v/as taught "by means of motivation and the major
teaching techniques.
Our methods of teaching have "been tested; the needs
of our pupils have heen ascertained and met, in part at
least, for the "benefit of the individual and of the class.
I "believe that this experiment has been really worth-
while and that, had our time not "been so limited and so
irregular near the end of the semester, the results v/ould
have "been even more convincing.
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